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Transpiration from a porous surface is one of several mass transfer
cooling concepts considered for applications in propulsion and related
fields. The merits and feasibility of the concept have been demonstrated
in numerous theoretical and experimental investigations. The material
presented herein comprises a literature review of the various theories
proposed and the experimental results obtained in the field of transpiration
cooling of turbulent boundary layers.
The over-all objective of the review was to examine the extensive
literature pertaining to transpiration cooling and to access the state
of the art of this cooling scheme in the following subject areas:
(1) the theoretical analyses pertaining to the correlation of mass
injection rates with surface temperature;
(2) the experimental investigations relating to the verification of
existing theories and the development of empirical correlations for
determining the effects of mass injection on surface heat transfer and
skin friction;
(3) the theoretical and experimental studies regarding the characteristics
of, and flow through, conventional porous materials.
The more prominent and applicable theories for the turbulent boundary
layer with distributed injection are described and compared with the
pertinent experimental data. Special emphasis is placed on the physical
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processes involved in the reduction of heat transfer and skin friction
due to transpiration from a porous surface. The theoretical and empirical
solutions which, at this time, enable the most accurate predictions of
mass injection rates for a specified surface temperature are recommended
and sample calculations are presented in the appendix to illustrate a
typical application.
The experimental investigations are discussed from the standpoint
of establishing the influence of the various independent parameters
on the skin friction coefficient and the rate of heat transfer. A
correlation procedure based on the data is shown to agree with the
analyses, the problems due to experimental error being considered. A
table summarizing over twenty experimental investigations is included.
A solution for the prediction of mass flow rates through porous
materials is recommended and the causes of deviations from these
predictions are described qualitatively. The various types of porous
materials available are discussed and compared on the basis of the most
desirable properties.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.l General Discussion
Transpiration cooling is one of the more promising solutions to
the material's problem imposed on high enemy liquid, solid and
nuclear rocket engines, atmospheric reentry vehicles and gas turbines
by severe local heating. In general, it entails the use of a liquid
or gaseous coolant initially separated from a high temperature
environment by a porous material; the coolant is forced through the
intervening medium by controlled regulation of the supply pressure and
emerges in small vertical jets forming a continuous blanket of fluid
over the wall. The severe environment encountered may be due either
to extremely hot gases outside the boundary layer such as in rocket
nozzle cooling applications or to viscous dissipation within the
boundary layer as in reentry bodies.
It has been suggested (1) I that the definition of transpiration
cooling be limited specifically to the case where the coolant and
mainstream fluid have identical properties. 2 Others restrict the
definition to the case of gas injection and apply the phrase "sweat
cooling" (2) to liquids. To avoid confusion in thisreport, the term
I
I
I
I
Numbers in parentheses refer to references listed in the Bibliography.
Mass transfer cooling would then encompass foreign gas injection,
ablation and film cooling.
"transpiration cooling" will not be limited to any particular coolant
but will be distinguishable by the use of a porous injector. Downstream
of the injector though, the process must be referred to as "film cooling.
Mass transfer techniques were originally proposed because it was
realized in the earlier stages of rocket engine development that
regenerative cooling could not adequately cope with the increased
heat fluxes occurring with the advent of higher thrust chamber
pressures and temperatures. There are three reasons for the over-all
superior effectiveness of transpiration cooling over the more con-
ventional regeherative cooling. They are: (I) since a large porous
surface area is exposed to a relatively small coolant flow rate, the
coolant and injector have considerable intimate contact making them an
extremely efficient heat exchanger; (2) the coolant is believed to
act as an insulator between the wall and freestream; and (3) injection
alters the velocity and temperature distributions across the boundary
layer in a manner conducive to amuch lower heat fluxo
The rocket engine cooling techniques which have been studied,
and in somecases applied, are film cooling, radiation cooling, inert
and endothermic heat sinks, ablation and regenerative cooling. Each
has its own characteristic advantages and difficulties and consequently,
selecting the most effective and economical method cannot be justified
without first considering the particular application. The variety of
methods proposed can be partially accounted for by the numerousand
diverse space missions of the just as numerousspace vehicles that
have been designed and/or used. Probably the two most competitive
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alternatives to the technique reviewed herein are film cooling and
ablation in that both rely on direct contact of the coolant and
heat source. Film cooling is more analogous to transpiration on
the basis of the potential applications that have been considered
because the equipment and coolants required are almost the same for
both, the difference between the two being the method of injection.
On the other hand, ablation and transpiration cooling have similar
mathematical models with distributed injection peculiar to each. The
former though is more limited by the application for which it can be
used.
The difficulties encountered in experiments with film cooling
are chiefly concerned with the problem of maintaining a stable
coolant film between the hot gas and the wallo Complete wetting of
the surface must be achieved to avoid "hot spots" which readily occur
when the wall is not thoroughly protected. Injection is critical
since any nonuniformities near the slot continue downstream exposing a
considerable portion of the surface to a severe environment° Liquid
film cooling has the additional problem of "dropletbreakaway"
characterized by partial ortotal destruction of the film by the turbulent
shearing action of the boundary layer° Moreover, on the basis of the
mass flow rate required to hold a surface at a particular temperature,
transpiration cooling has been found more effective.
The two main difficulties with ablation which are intrinsic to its
nature are: (I) the surface erodes away continually changing the
amount of exposed area and thus the characteristics of the external
4flow (a critical factor in nozzles); and (2) as soon as the ablating
substance is completely released, protection no longer exists placing
a time limit on the usefulness of the concepto The above limitations
suggest that ablation would be more serviceable as a meansfor protecting
reentry vehicles and this indeed has been the case. Whencomparedto
ltranspiration cooling on an effectiveness basis, ablation is less
efficient since the gases emitted by commonablative materials, in
general, have a higher molecular weight than commontranspiration
coolants (it will be proven later that light gases are superior
coolants). Twoadvantages of ablation cooling often neglected though
are its relative economy(no auxiliary equipment such as pumps,
regulators, and supply tanks are required) and its ability to be self-
controlled (moremass is released automatically if heat rates increase).
These are the primary reasons why ablation has been used more in
practical systems than its two competitors. Nevertheless, far more
experimental work has been conducted on transpiration and film
cooling problems ostensibly because they are more amenableto such
investigations. For ablation, new surfaces would be required for each
individual test. Since the models for ablation and transpiration
cooling are very similar, the analyses for the latter can, in general_
be applied to the former. This provides an additional motivation for
studies of transpiration and cooling and partially accounts for the
extensive amountof work reported in the literature°
The injection rate required to cool a surface to a specified temperature.
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Because there are solid propellant rocket engines presently capable
I
I
I
of raising nozzle throat temperatures to well above the limit necessary
for maintaining the structural integrity of anymaterial (about 3500 F),
there is an immediate demand for supplemental cooling techniques to
those in use° One that has been developed to serve in the interim until
the difficulties of transpiration cooling are eliminated is cooling
I
I
I
with composite materials. For this concept, a sintered metal such
as tungsten is infiltrated with a liquidmetal forming a "composite"
structurewhen the liquid solidifies at ambient temperatures. Upon
exposure to severe heating, the infiltrant (e.g. copper, manganese,
silver, zinc, and lithium) boils or sublimes into a liquid or gas and
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e_capes from the interstices of the material due to the increased
specific volume. This method thus not only incorporates the advantages
of transpiration cooling and ablation but eliminates an obvious
difficulty with each, i.e., the need for auxiliary pumping equipment
and the continually changing surface area° Unfortunately, there have
been many problems I encountered with this system alSOo
I
I
I
1o2 The Scope of the Investi.gation
The approach employed in writing this report was to develop
the state of the art of transpiration cooling as it exists today by
reviewing those articles which have made the most significant con-
tributions to the present understanding. There has been considerable
I
cracking due to thermal shock, insert distortion, melting, etc.
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work in specific related'areas over the past twenty or more years but
to the knowledge of the author, no comprehensive surveys have been
prepared to evaluate the work of past investigations and to assess the
need for future research. Because of this deficit, studies in the
subject areas have proceeded in a somewhat random manner. Futhermore,
identical problems have been solved by the separate and independent
efforts of more than one person. To illustrate, there are at least
four similar "mixing leBgthsolutions ''l to the turbulent boundary
layer problemwith distributed mass injection and heat transfer present.
Although the transpiration cooling literature reviewed herein is
rather broad, certain practical limitations were deemed necessary to
fulfill the overall objectives of this report. Laminar flow was
excluded from the survey because it is generally not encountered in
rocket engine applications. Furthermore, blowing, which shall be
used synomously with transpiration, induces transition to turbulence.
One point which should hopefully become clear later is that very few
experimental and analytical mass transfer studies have been directed
toward obtaining an understanding of the effects of a pressure gradient
upon heat transfer, This area was not excluded from the investigation
but receives limited description because of this void in the literature.
This review has been divided into three separate categories
under which virtually all articles pertaining to transpiration cooling
tend to fall. They are: (1) the theoretical analyses; (2) the experimental
i
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work; and (3) flow through and characteristics of porous materials. The
third major subject area is obviously distinct from the first two closely
related categories. The theory and experimental work will be discussed
separately in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively, and then compared in
Chapter 3. The oltimate objective has been to find a simple and
reliable method for predicting skin friction and heat transfer
suitable for the design of transpiration cooling systems. An example
is included in the appendix to illustrate a typical solution of the
problem. In the chapter covering porous materials, the different
materials available will be compared and methods for calculating flow
rates through them will be outlined. The final chapter is devoted to
conclusions and recommendations for future work.
J
82. REVIEW OF TRANSPIRATION COOLING THEORY
The ultimate objective of a theoretical analysis of transpiration
cooling is to assess the influence of coolant injection upon the
reduction in heat transfer, a fact which has been observed experimentally.
More specifically the problem is to determine the flow rate per unit
area necessary to achieve a desired wall temperature when the character-
l
istic parameters of the mainstream, the coolant properties, and reservoir
temperature are given. The rate of injection is normally specified by
a blowing rate parameter F, defined by the relation
(PV) w
F =_-_-_-)-® (2.I) 2
whe re
(pv)w = mass flux injected from the porous surface
(pu)® = mass flux of mainstream flow
The variable F was selected because it is dimensionless and permits
simple comparison of theoretical predictions with experimental results.
The starting point for all analyses considered has been the differential
form of the boundary layer equations.
i
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Molecular and turbulent fluid properties, flow rate per unit area,
temperature, Mach number, Reynolds number and pressure gradient.
For a definition of the symbols, refer to the Nomenclature.
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The first theoretical treatment (3) of the problemwas published
in 1947 and since that time, many improvements and changes have been
made by numerous investigators. Nevertheless today there still exists
discrepancies not only between theory and experiment but also, between
theexperimental data of the various investigators° Because a derivation
for turbulent flow must utilize experimental data to evaluate unknown
constants, at best the result can only be as goo_l as the data it
represents. Furthermore, as a consequence of the matching procedure
at the wall and, the interface of the boundary layer with the mainstream,
any given analysis can be forced to fit the data°
In an attempt to elucidate a physical description of the turbulent
boundary layer with mass injection, three general solutions to the
problem shall be reviewed. They are the derivations due to Rannie (3),
Rubesin (4), and Spalding, Auslander, and Sundaram (5)° The simplifed
analysis of Ranniehas become a classic in the literature and represents
the starting point for later work. More recent theories have modified
that Couette flow analysis to approximate better the mechanism of
turbulence in an actual boundary layer. The derivation of Rubesin,
which is typical of the more recent theories, will be reviewed in
Section 2.2. Following the trend of most present day works, it
incorporates one of the phenomenological theories of turbulence, i.e.,
mixing length theory. The basic assumptions employed by Rubesin
describe the most commonly accepted model for the turbulent boundary
layer in the presence of mass addition; those assumptions will also
be reviewed in detail.
lO
A problem frequently encountered with an analysis such as
Rubesin's is the extreme complexity'of the equations and the inevitable
difficulty in applying the results and obtaining numerical answers.
Spalding, Auslander, and Sundaram(5) and Knuth and Dershin (6) have
attempted to remedy this situation by approaching the problem from a
more empirical point of view combining theory with data to find
the equations which best fit the experimental data. For example,
by using the data which is tabulated at the end of Reference 5,
it is easy to calculate the required mass transfer rates knowing the
following specified conditions: (1) density, pressure, temperature,
and velocity outside the boundary layer; (2) the condition of the
coolant in the reservoir (temperature and pressure); (3) the
maximumpermissible surface temperature. Hence, one of the more
obvious advantages of their result is its simplicity and the
relative ease by which answers can be obtained. The need for evaluating
complex functions and integrating numerically is eliminated. An
additional motivation for their analysis (5) was that the empirical
equations could be forced to fit the general trend of the experimental
data almost exactly. Other theoretical solutions are based on
numerousheuristic assumptions, and consequently, the results become
almost meaningless as almost any curve can be obtained if the
appropriate assumptions are made. Most authors admit that mixing
length theory has little theoretical or experimental basis and,
in Reference 7 and 8, it is shownto be wrong. However, because a
better approach does not exi,st, everyone proceeds to use it or
someother phenomenological theory.
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2.1 Theorj/ of Rannie
At the outset it should be emphasized that the theory due to
Rannie (3) represents an oversimplified model which, nevertheless,
illustrates the general approach required for solving the problem.
Friedman (9) arrived at a similar result by beginning with the same
boundary layer model, but he used different experimental data to
evaluate the constants introduced by the analysis° Crocco (lO)
extended the aforementioned analyses to a chemically reactive fluid.
The subject investigations (3,9,10) represent the earliest attempts
at finding an approximation to the reduction in wall temperature with
mass transfer.
The model proposed by Rannie is represented in Figure 2.1 and is
described by the following assumptions: (I) The boundary layer is
divided into two distinct regions, a laminar sublayer and an outer
turbulent region. (2) Fluid physical properties are constant in the
laminar sublayer and are identical with those of the coolant; properties
are also constant in the turbulent region though they are not
necessarily equal to the sublayer values° (3) Derivatives in the x
direction are negligible compared to those in the y direction. This
is analogous to a fully developed flow in a pipe (without a pressure
gradient). (4) Reynolds analogy for heat and momentum transfer is
valid restricting the laminar and turbulent Prandtl numbers to unity.
(5) The velocity distribution in the laminar sublayer is linear.
(6) The skin friction coefficient is given by the relationship for a
smooth pipe. (7) No radiation heat transfer occurs°
z I9
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With the above assumptions, it is relatively easy to obtain an
expression for the surface temperature of the wall as a function of
the mainstream and coolant supply temperatures, the blowing rate F,
and the properties of the injected fluid. The steps in arriving at
the desired result are reviewed briefly below.
Remembering that all variables are constant in the x direction,
a momentum, bal!ance for the control volume within the laminar
sublayer yields
--(pv)u + _w (2.2)
From assumption 3, the continuity equation reduces to
d (pv) = o
dy (2.3)
which, after integrating, gives
pv- (pv)w (2.4)
By substituting the definition of the shear stress
d u
into equation 2.2 and integrating, the following relation for the
velocity profile is obtained.
(2.5)
14
u exp (PwVwY/_)- l
- = (2.6)
Ua exp (PwVwYa/_)- l
where the subscript "a" denotes a quantity evaluated at the interface
of the turbulent boundary layer and laminar sublayer.
A similar result is obtained from the differential form of the energy
equation
d2PwVwCpwdT - k T
dy d y2
(2.7)
Integrating equation 2.7 across the laminar sublayer and substituting
the appropriate boundary conditions,
q = PwVwCpw(T - TO)
T=T w at y=o
yields the relationship
T - To exp iPwVwCpwY (2.8)
= ' k )
Tw - TO
Rewriting equation 2.8 in terms of the temperature, Ta, gives
T- Tw _ exp (PrPwVwY/p) - l
Ta - TO exp (PrPwVwYa/p) - I (2.9)
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Since the objective is to find the wall temperature, Tw, as
a function of known properties of the mainstream, Rannie resorted to
Reynolds analogy to extend the analysis into the outer turbulent
region. The form of the analogy was taken directly from Reference II
and is repeated below for convenience. At the interface between the
sublayer and the outer turbulent region, the analogy becomes
qa Ta
m
pCp (T® - Ta) p (u® - ua) (2.10)
where the quantities qa' _a" and Ta must be evaluated using their
respective definitions and the sublayer equations, 2.6 and 2.8. Following
this procedure, it is possible to show that
Tw - TO exp (-PrPwVwYa/p)
------ = u - (2.11)
T - TO I+ Cp ( _ _ l) (l-exp (-PwVwYa/p))
:pw Taa
Although equation 2oll is the required relationship for the wall
temperature, the variables Ya and ua appearing in that expression remain
undetermined. The evaluation of these quantities is critical since
regardless of the method employed, empirical approximations are required
similar to the ones suggested below. In Section 2.2, it will be seen
that Rubesin (4) encountered the same difficulty.
If it is assumed that the velocity profile in the laminar sublayer
is linear, the distribution can be given by the expression
16
u : y (2.12)
Ua Ya
Using equation 2.12 for evaluating the shear stress gives
du g u a
Tw = _ d-Y = Ya (2.13)
or
In this manner, the velocity at the sublayer interface is obtained as
a function of the shear stress at the wall (Tw) and the sublayer thickness
(ya). Therefore, a solution using equation 2.11 is possible if the latter
two quantities can be found.
To this end, Rannie defines the dimensionless distance y+ in the
usual manner
+ p® u= (cf/2)0. 5y - u= y (2.14)
and evaluates it at Ya which yields with some manipulation
+
Ya _=
- 2/cfYa u® ( )0.5
(2.15)
At the time, there was no existant data relating skin friction with the
blowing rate. Consequently, it was necessary to employ the skin friction
coefficient determined for a smooth impermeable pipe. Thus
I
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I
cf
O. 046
0.2
Re d (2.16)
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From more recent experimental results presented in Chapter 3, this is a
poor approximation since for a moderate blowing rate, F_ of less than 1
percent, the skin friction is reduced from its no blowing value by a
factor greater than two.
The only unknown quantity remaining in equation 2.15 is the
+
dimensionless thickness of the sublayer Ya" Prandtl found from an
examination of velocity distribution data taken close to the wall of a
pipe 1 that the dimensionless thickness of the sublayer is 5.6. Using
+
this value for Ya and equation 2o16, the final expression relating wall
temperature with other known quantities is
I T®_T w
I T® - T O
= l-
exp(-37 Pr F RedO°l )
1 + (1.18 RedO'l-I) (1-exp (-37 F RedO'l)) (2.17)
This is the desired result of the analysis. In Figure 2°2, the experimental
results of Duwez and Wheeler (12, 13) are compared with the above equation
for two different values of Reynolds number° Though equation 2.17 has no
I
I
I
factor accounting for the influence of the properties of the porous wall
material ,the temperature ratio is seen to be significantly affected by the
use of porous injectors of different materials° For a blowing rate (F) of
0.016, the percent difference between theory and experiment is on the order
I Internal pipe flow with no blowing
I
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of I0 percent for a porous mullite specimen, while for a copper specimen,
the difference is 30 percent. This was expected since it was neceesary
to assume that there was no external heat loss, and copper, which has
the higher thermal conductivity, indicated the greatest error°
From this brief survey of Rannie's article, the need for a more
rigorous solution can clearly be seen.
2.2 Theory of Rubesin
More recent investigators have attempted to account for the reduction
of skin friction (and heat transfer) due to transpiration using either
Prandtl's or yon Karman's mixing length theory and the momentum integral
equation with the effects of a finite wall velocity, Vw, included.
Rubesin's (4) analysis of transpiration cooling for air injection into
a turbulent boundary layer and a similar derivation due to Rubesin and
Pappas' (14)for light gasl injection are typical of those theories. The
modification of the former by the latter was necessitated by the wide
variation in properties across the boundary layer. The foregoing works
will be reviewed in this section in order to elucidate the techniques
involved in determining _the rateof mass injection necessary to achieve
a desired wall temperature° Amore detailed cemparison of the various
analytical treatments has been presented by Spalding, et. al. (5). In
concluding this section, the subject papers (4, 14) are compared with
other analyses to indicate the alternate approaches which are possible.
I
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Helium or hydrogen
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One of the main contributions of the analysis due to Rubesin is that
it describes more accurately the physics of the turbulent boundary layer
in the presence of mass transfer; the final equations are unwieldy and
because there exists simpler empirical expressions, the result of the
mixing length approach is not recommended. A comparison of the various
analytical solutions with experiment indicates that none possess any
distinct advantage in accuracy I (5).
2.2.1 The Model
The analysis of Rubesin applys to flow over a flat plate with zero
or negligible streamwise pressure gradient. The theoretical model for
the analysis of the compressible turbulent boundary layer with transpiration
cooling employs mixing length theory and is based upon the following.
Ass umpti ons 2
(1) Only the case of a flat plate is considered°
(2) The flow is steady.
(3) Derivatives in the x direction can be neglected in comparison with
those in the y direction.
(4) Similar to Rannie's model, the boundary layer is divided into two
regions; a thin laminar sublayer adjacent to the wall where molecular
transport processes predominate and an outer turbulent region where
they are negligible.
(5) "Reynolds analogy" is valid for the outer turbulent region.
This is due primarily to the scatter in experimental data; see Figure 3.7
in Chapter 3.
These assumptions are common to the numerous analyses employing mixing
length theory (4, 5, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18)o
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Discussion. Assumption (I) is tantamount to saying that the steamwise
pressure gradient is zero or negligible and outside the turbulent boundary
layer, the mainstream velocity is constant° There are no theoretical
solutions to the knowledge of the author which account for the effects
of pressure gradient in the turbulent mass transfer problem. Reference
19 evaluated the effect of pressure gradient experimentally and found
that although it significantly affected skin friction results, it had
little influence if any on the heat transfer. For this reason, an
analysis such as Rubesin's can be applied to rocket nozzles.
Assumption (3) is necessary because the boundary layer equations
contain partial differentials with independent variables x and yo Since
little success has been achieved with similarity solutions of turbulent
flow, the partial differential equations must be reduced to an ordinary
form in some other manner. Fully developed flow on a flat plate is impossible
but, nevertheless, changes in the y direction well downstream of the
leading edge and within the boundary layer will always be much greater
than changes in the x direction, a fact borne out by experimental studies
of incompressible flow over an impermeable flat plate (7). It is assumed
by the authors (4, 5, 14, 16, 17, 18) reviewed in this chapter that this
can be extended to the problem of transpiration cooling of a compressible
boundary layer without invoking any serious difficulties°
By necessity, a sharp division of the boundary layer is made because
the turbulence level drops very rapidly close to the wall. To approximate
the physics of this phenomena, the eddy viscosity and eddy thermal
conductivity must be neglected in the sublayer; but beyond the interface
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of the two regions, the turbulent properties must predominate over their
molecular equivalents. This permits separate integration of the momentum
equation yielding the velocity distribution at any cross-section when the
solutions are matched. Since experimental data are used to evaluate the
constants of integration, it is not surprising that this procedure gives
good results (20)° Turcotte (21) offers an alternate approach for finding
a relationship for the reduction in skin friction on a transpired surface
by employing Rannie's (22) empirical formula for the variation of the
turbulent eddy viscosity close to the wall. Knuth and Dershin (6) later
make a slight improvement on this expression. These alternate approaches
of References 6 and 21 will be discussed in Section 2.2.4.
The final assumption (5) of the preceding section must be used twice
in the solution to the problem° As will be domonstrated later, a
solution would not be possible without the relationships between skin
friction, heat transfer and mass transfer which the Reynolds analogy provides.
Furthermore, an expression is required relating the density gradients which
occur for'compressible flow with known parameters of the boundary layer.
This then permits the double integration of the momentum equation in the
turbulent regionwith the eddy viscosity expressed in terms of mixing
length. The numerous possible forms of the "modified Reynolds analogy"
is one of thepoints, at whichmany authors disagree and partially accounts
for the different solutions. Rubesin's form of the analogy will be compared
with other forms in the concluding section of this chapter.
!!
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2.2.2 Injection of Air into Air
Rubesin (4) divides his analysis into twoparts making different
and sometimes contradictory assumptions in each° The objective of the
first portion of this derivation _is to determine the effect of mass transfer
on the skin friction coefficient when the molecular and turbulent Prandtl
numbers are equal to one. The second half of the analysis is directed to
finding a relationship between heat transfer and skin friction for any
Prandtl number. Thus, a simultaneous solution of the two results is
contingent upon the assumption that the skin friction is independent
of the Prandtl number (23).
The derivation begins with the simplification of the momentum and
energy equations. The general Navier Stokes equation written for the
boundary layer in the streamwise direction cannot be integrated for two
reasons: (1) it contains derivatives in both the x and y directions, i.e.,
it is a partial differential equation; and (2) because there are six
I ! m S
unknowns: u, v, u, v, p and p. Neglecting derivatives in the x
direction and taking the time average, the x momentum equation gives
m m
du _ d du v'(P u +PT'-v') dy dy (_- p u' ) (2.18)
The continuity equation similarly becomes
d (p v + _T--q,): 0 (2.19)dy
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This is essentially the starting point for most mixing length analyses.
In proceeding to review Rubesin's analysis, it is instructive to clarify
the purpose for beginning with the boundary layer equations. By integrating
the x momentum equation, the u or streamwise velocity is found as a function
of y. Recalling that the yon Karman integral momentum equation relates
skin friction with momentum thickness (which, in turn, is a function of
I
I
l
the velocity distribution), anexpression for cf may be obtained once 0
is known. These steps will now be reviewed in more detail°
The continuity equation is integrated directly to give the relation-
ship •
_ + _' = constant (2.20)
m The boundary condition at the wall (y --O) is
I
I
t
i
Pw_w = 0 (2.21)
Therefore, equation 2.20 becomes
(2.22)
I
I
I
Substituting this expression back into the momentum equation (2.18)
results in the following
du d (u d_pwVw_ = _ dy p, _ ) (2.23)
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The eddy viscosity may be defined as
| !
¢M : p V U
du-/dy (2.24)
which, upon substitution into equation 2.23, gives
PwVw d_ d u du- cM d_
= _ ( _ + _-_) (2.25)
Equation 2.25 can be integrated without the need for additional
substitutions. Thus
m
du + CM du
PwVwU = _ _- + constant (2.26)
This expression, however, is intractable unless the variation of the
dynamic and eddy viscosity can be determined for any cross-section.
At this point, it is necessary to appeal to assumption (4) that the
flow is divisible into a laminar sublayer adjacent to the plate and an
outer turbulent region. Consequently, if appropriate approximations for
the value of EM exist, the velocity profile may be found separately for
each layer and then the distributions matched at the interface.
In the laminar sublayer, one observes that by the definition of
laminar flow, both of the fluctuating velocity components are identically
zero. Thus
p _-r--_-r:0 (2.27)
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Since the eddy viscosity is therefore equal to zero for this region,
equation 2.26 can be written as follows
PwVw u = I_ du
_-_ + constant (2.28)
The constant in equation 2.28 is evaluated utilizing the no slip
condition at the wall; i.e.,
u =0
W
du
:" (_)wTw
TW = constant (2.29)
Rearranging equation 2.28 and using the boundary condition, u = 0 at
y = 0, gives
du
PwVw u + tw (2.30)
Since the variation of the dynamic viscosity across the boundary layer
is not known until the temperature distribution is known, it is
assumed that u is constant and equal to the value at the wall. Thus
I,I = IJw
After performing the indicated integration (2+30) and obtaining y as
28
a function of u, the expression can be nondimensionalized by defining
+ ÷
the new parameters y and u in the form
+ p, u® c_f (2.31)
y - _® V 2 Y
I
I
u+ - u®U (2/cf)0"5
In this manner, a universal velocity profile for the sublayer is
obtai ned.
(2.32)
t
1 .5 Uw
Y+ = T (cf/2)0 n In (I + Fu+ (2/cf) 0"5)
_® (2.33)
+
It is important to note that the dimensionless distance y introduces
the dynamic viscosity evaluated at the outer edge of the turbulent
boundary layer. In apparent contradiction to the approximation made
earlier, the value of _ in the freestream is not considered to be equal
to the value at the wall. Rubesin assumed that the accuracy of the
results would be improved if this were done. The viscosity ratio in
equation 2.33 is evaluated with the following expression
I
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p® T
"w (_) (2.34)
In a similar manner, the velocity distribution in the outer
turbulent region is determined by using equation 2°26 in the simplified
form
Ii
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+ constant (2.35)
where as stated earlier, cM >> u° Unfortunately, the eddy momentum
diffusivity depends upon the flow field and varies too widely to be
treated as a constant. One of the assumptions leading to the boundary
layer equations was that the laminar sublayer is very thin compared to
the turbulent region; this permitted treating viscosity as a constant for
the purpose of integrating the laminar form of the momentum equation.
In the turbulent region though, it is necessary to employ mixing
length theory or some other phenemenological theory to obtain an expression
for EM in terms of velocity u and distance y. Thus employing the Prandtl
mixing length concept, CM is given by
2 du
EM = p Lp _ (2.36)
Lp = Ky (2.37)
A strict application of equations 2.36 and 2.37 should be limited to
the inner turbulent region which accounts for only about lO percent of
l
the boundary layer thickness. Beyond that point, the mixing length
theory has been found robe less accurate (24). Nevertheless, for
simplicity, themixing length equations are usually extended to include
I
I
The outer turbulent region is commonly called the velocity defect layer.
I
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the entire turbulent region on the basis that: (I) they provide a good
approximation to the defect layer though they are not as accurate as the
more complicated defect expressions; (2) simpler results are obtained by
using one equation for both regions; and (3) approximately 50 percent of
the momentum defect occurs in the lO percent of the boundary layer called
the inner turbulent region.
Because the velocity and shear profiles must be continuous through
the laminar and turbulent regions, the constants of integration of
equations 2.28 and 2°35 must be the same and equal to the shear stress
at the wall,l Integrating equation 2.33 by using the appropriate
mixing length expressions defined earlier results in the relationship
l u p½Y = Ya exp K du (2.38)
Ua VPwVw u + Tw
where the subscript "a" denotes the interface between the laminar
i
i
l
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sublayer and turbulent region° The parameters at the interface, Ya
and ua, are unknown and must be evaluated from experimental data.
Procedures for this are discussed in detail by Rubesin (4).
With the velocity profiles for the sublayer and turbulent region
known, it is possible in theory to determine the momentum thickness
I
I
I
defined by the expression.
l
e = (_ 2_ z (1 - z) dy dz
p= dzJo (2.39)
As shown earlier from the boundary conditions for the laminar sublayer
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where
UZ -
U
The local skin friction coefficient, cf, is subsequently found from
the momentum integral equation. One difficulty in evaluating O, which
should become immediately apparent, is the detenn..ination of an expression
for the density ratio p/p. as a function of the velocity or coordinate
distance y. To obtain such a relationship, it is necessary to resort
amodified form of Reynolds analogy. If it is assumed that the laminar
and turbulent Prandtl numbers are unity, it can be shown (4) that the
energy equation reduces to
2 2
d u (2.40)
Comparing equation 2.40 with the x momentum equation (2.35), the identical
forms of the two expressions indicate that the following must be true
2
U
cpT +-2- = a u + b (2.4])
where "a" and "b" are constants. This is essence is a statement of the
modified Reynolds analogy. By employing the boundary conditions
T = Tw and u = o at y = o
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one can show that I
To
Tw l + BlZ - B z (2.42)
where, as shown in Reference 4, Bl and B2 are functions of the Mach
number, specific heat ratio of the mainstream gas, and the ratio of the
I
I
I
mainstream to wall temperature. Thus for a particular transpiration
cooling problem with given conditions, Bl and B2 can be treated as
constants, By introducing the perfect gas law, equation 2.42 can be used
to relate density and velocity by eliminating temperature, l Thus
T T
p _ _ ® ( 1 z2 )
p® T Tw 1 + BIZ - B_ (2.43)
I
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I
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With this functional relationship, the value of the momentum thickness
can be determined by integrating equation 2.39 by parts. The integration
can be simplified somewhat by assuming that the turbulent region extends
to the wall. Since the laminar sublayer is very thin, the error incurred
by this assumption is small. Equation 2.44 below results from following
I
I
I
the foregoing procedure if the Reynolds number based on the momentum |
thickness O is introduced; with some manipulation, one has
+ C (P/P')_ dz (2.44)
Ree = Ya (l + 2F)½cfexp _ (F za + cf/2) ½
Za |
It is now possible to use the von Karman momentum integral equation in
conjunction with equation 2.44 to find the skin friction coefficient.
momentum integral equation in terms of the Reynolds number is
The
1
The transverse pressure gradient is zero from the y momentum equation.
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(2.45)
where F accounts for the effects of blowing at the wall. Noting that
the two preceding expressions contain two unknowns (momentum thickness
and friction coefficient), they may be solved simultaneously to
determine cf= The solution requires a transfomation of variables
and the evaluation of an elliptic integral of the first kind. The
expression obtained for the skin friction before integration is
l
cf cf 0°5 I (P 0.5In (K (2_L(___+ F)) Rex) = K /P®) dz
(F z + cf/2) 0°5
Ya za
(2.46)
In order to solve for cf using equation 2.46, the values of the
+
dimensionless velocity za and distance Ya at the interface between
the laminar sublayer and turbulent region must be obtained. Since
these are assumed to be universal values for a given mainstream fluid
and coolant, though not entirely independent of the blowing rate (4),
they may be found by experiment and used as constants for any
calculations if the same fluids are used. The determination of these
constants is described in detail by Rubesin (4)° The important point
to emphasize here is that the accuracy of the theoretical results is
limited by the accuracy of the experimental data used to evaluate
+
the constants K, ya, and ua. This then is one of the primary drawbacks
in employing mixing length theory to solve the heat transfer problem
withtranspiration cooling°
I
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Once the skin friction is known, the heat transfer coefficient
can be determined using Reynolds analogy (this subsequently permits a
solution to either the mass transfer rate or surface temperature).
For the second portion of the analysis, the Prandtl number is not
restricted to unity for reasons explained below. The heat transfer
coefficient is a function of the Prandtl number as indicated by the
functional heat transfer relationship
Nu = a Rebpr c (2.47)
where
b,¢>o
As discussed earlier, Rubesin has shown (23) that the skin friction
coefficient is nearly independent of Prandtl number in the range
0.7 < Pr < 2.0. The coolants most frequently employed for transpiration
cooling experiments (e.g., air, steam, nitrogen and helium) have Prandtl
numbers in this prescribed range (25). With this as a basis, the impetus
for the remainder of the analysis is provided; for if the skin friction
coefficient just found for Pr = l.O can be generalized to any Prandtl
number, and if an analogy can be deduced relating the heat transfer
coefficient with the skin friction coefficient, the injection rate
necessary to cool a surface to a particular temperature can be determined
by a simultaneous solution of the two equations. Hence, the final portion
of the analysis is assumed to be valid for any Prandtl number (4).
The x momentum equation was earlier simplified to the form
du
PwVw u + _w = (_ + EM) _ (2.48)
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Similarly the energy equation may be shown to be
u2 u _M d(CpT) udu
PwVw (Cp(T-Tw) + _ ) - qw = (Fr+_-_ ') dy + (u + EM) (2°49)
If equation 2.49 is divided by equation 2°48 and the result integrated,
with considerable algebraic manipulation, one finds that
2St
cf
(cf l-Pr cf Pr-Pr' cf Pr' cf
(I _a + 2--) (F+)--) - _-2' (2.50)
where the Stanton number is defined in the usual manner
St = qw
(Tr- Tw) p® u Cp,
F (Tw - To) Cpc
(Tr - Tw) Cp®
(2.5l)
Therefore, for the case of a specified blowing rate and with the skin
friction coefficient known from equation 2.46, the Stanton number may be
determined using equation 2°50° The surface temperature then follows
from the above definition (2.51) of the Stanton number. If the maximum
wall temperature is given instead of the blowing rate F, the foregoing
equations may be solved by trial and error°
The analysis of Rubesin illustrates the technique involved in
applying mixing length theory to a turbulent boundary layer with the
injection of air° In Chapter 3 of this report, the predictions of
Rubesin will be compared with the more pertinent experimental results.
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In the following section, the method used by Rubesin (4) is
extended by Rubesin and Pappas(14) to light gas injection into a
mainstream of air or a similar gas with a molecular weight near that
of air.
2.2.3 Extension by Rubesin and Pappasto Light Gas Injection
It has been shownanalytically (5, 14) and experimentally (26,27)
that,when comparedon a pound massbasis, light gases (those with low
molecular weights) are more effective as transpiration coolants than
heavy gases. The analysis of Rubesin and Pappas (14), which is an
extension of the previous analysis of Rubesin (4), considers the
injection of light gases (e.go, helium into air) and includes the effects
of binary diffusion. Their procedure is very similar to that of
Rubesin although the results will be noticeably different, primarily
because of the presence of a foreign gas which considerably alters
the properties across the boundary layer.
The analysis is based upon the model of Section 2c2ol and the
following additional assumptions which account for the two component
gas.
(1) Diffusion of species will be considered to be due to concentration
gradients only.
(2) The boundary layer is approximately isothermal.
(3) In the laminar sublayer, the Schmidt (Sc), and Prandtl (Pr),
equivalent Prandtl number (Pr)* and the ratio _/_a are constant
and equal to the average value in the sublayero Thesequantities
are defined below°
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Pr = k
Sc - IJ
PDI2
(2.52)
(4) Similarly in the turbulent region, the turbulent Schmidt
{Sc') and Prandtl (Pr') numbers are constant and equal to unity.
They are defined by
Scm _ EV
PCd
Pr' - CMCE
Ck
whe re
Cd = eddy diffusion coefficient
CM = eddy viscosity
ck = eddy thermal conductivity
Again the analysis can be divided into two parts: (1) a solution of
the momentum equation to obtain an expression for the skin friction coeff-
cient as a function of the'blowing rate and molecular properties; (2)
the d_termination of an expression for the rate of heat transfer (Stanton
number) by employing Reynolds analogy and the solution for cf.
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The starting point for the analysis is the boundary layer equations° The
momentumequations for the laminar sublayer and outer turbulent region are
identical to Rubesin's equations 2.28 and 2°35 and therefore will not be
repeated here. Considering diffusion only due to concentration gradients
and neglecting derivatives in the x direction, the equations for mass
transport in the laminar sublayer and outer turbulent region are,
respectively
df _ d df
PwVw dy _-_ (PDI2 _) (2.53)
df d df
PwVwd-y = _ (P _d _) (2.54)
where "f" is the mass fraction of the foreign gas.
Before the boundary layer equations can be integrated, it is
necessary to derivean expression for the transverse density gradient.
Using the perfect gas law to find the ratio of the binary mixture
density at a point within the boundary layer to the density in the
freestream, it is easy to show that
p WT®
m
p® W® T
(2o55)
where W is the molecular weight of the mixture at the point considered
and W® is the molecular weight of the freestream gas° In order to
simplify the problem, the authors (14) assumed the boundary layer is
approximately isothermal which permitted the cancelation of the ratio
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T®/T in equation 2055. This is in reality a poor assumption since even
for supersonic flow where temperature gradients are due to compressibility
effects, the ratio T/T® is on the order of 1.5 to 2°0 (28).
The molecular weight is defined by the expression
I f 1-f
w wI w (2.56)
Substituting 2°56 and regrouping terms gives
IP_ =
P® (W®/W l - I) f + I (2.57)
Recalling that in order to integrate the momentum equation, one needs
density as a function of velocity and not mass fraction, it is now
necessary to resort to a form of Reynolds analogy. In the solution
due to Rubesin (4), the anal_y between momentum and enemy was
employed since the density was expressed in terms of temperature.
However, because in this case mass fraction appears instead of
temperature, a relationship must be found by appealing to the
momentum and mass transfer equations. This procedure is illustrated
by the following°
The diffusion equation (2°54) for the turbulent region can be
integrated once directly because, as previously shown, PwVw = constant.
Dividing the result by the momentum equation (2.35) for the tu_ulent
region gi ves
PwVw (f- I)
TwVwU + _W
p Ed (df/dy) 1 df
- cM (du/dy) = _, _ (2.58)
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The authors then use assumption (4), discussed earlier in this section,
that the Schmidt number is constant and equal to one. Finally, integrating
equation 2.58 and using the definition of skin friction coefficient in
terms of the wall friction and freestream velocity, the following
expression is obtained
Fz + cf/2l-f =
F + cf/2 (2.59)
This provides a correlation between velocity and mass fraction which,
when used in conjunction with equation 2.57, gives density as a function
of velocity. The functional relationship may be written as
E - 1
p® m - nz (2°60)
where m and n depend on molecular weight (W , Wl), blowing rate (F),
and skin friction (cf). For a particular value of x, there is only one
blowing rate and value of the local skin friction; thus, the two
quantities m and n can be treated as constants for the purpose of
integration with respect to yo
A relationship for the velocity profile in the outer turbulent
region can be determined by again resorting to the momentum equation
(2.35). It is possible to integrate both sides of that expression if:
(1) the eddy momentum coefficient is written in terms of Prandtl's mixing
length formula; and (2) equation 2°60 is substituted for the density.
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The procedure followed is exactly the same as presented in the preceding
section and the resulting expression again is a complex relationship
involving hyperbolic functions and natural logarithms. It is of the
form
I
I
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Y = Y(Ya' Za' K, cf, z) (2.61)
The above functional relationship for the velocity distribution in the
outer turbulent region may be used to find the momentum thickness in
terms of the parameters F and Cfo This is necessary for the solution
of the yon Karman momentum integral equation yielding cf as a function
of F, the desired result° The momentum thickness is readily obtained
from 2o61 since all of the independent parameters in that equation are
themselves independent of yo As noted in the previous section, because
the laminar sublayer is very thin compared to the outer turbulent region,
the thickness of the laminar layer may be neglected by changing the
lower limit of the integral for the momentum thickness to Ya and
letting this variable approach zero° In effect, the turbulent region is
extended to the wall.
Similar to the analysis of Rubesin (4), the only problem remaining
is the evaluation of the variables ua, Ya' and K. If Ya and ua are
expressed in dimensionless form, they may be treated as constants and
taken directly from experimental data. The values of those constants
were found from Reference 4 with K = 0°392° In fact, the only difference
in the procedure of Rubesin and Pappas (14) and that of Rubesin (4) was
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in the evaluation of the viscosity u. Rubesin and Pappas employed a
value for the dynamic viscosity equal to the average value in the sublayer.
Knowing the momentumthickness from the integral of the turbulent
velocity distribution, the yon Karmanmomentumintegral equation gives
Rex RYa g
= (2°62)
K_/_--f-f + F
where g is a complex function of the form
g = g(k, F, m, n, cf/2, za)
Equation 2.62 is the desired result of the first portion of the analysis°
Since all quantities are known in equation 2°62, cf may be found for a
specified value of F. Due to the complexity of the result, the skin
friction coefficient must be determined by a trial and error solution.
With the skin friction coefficient known for a given set of conditions,
the authors utilize Reynolds analogy to evaluate the Stanton number° The
final expression is obtained by dividing the energy equation by the momentum
equation and integrating the result° For convenience the Prandtl and
Schmidt numbers are set equal to unity. Furthermore, it is assumed that
the equivalent Prandtl number, Pr , is constant. The resulting equation
is
2St 2F/cf
c-_-= F(l-Za ) Cpa IF+ cf/2 _[[FZa + cf/2-]Pr* i] (2"63)Fza + cfl2 Cp® z a + Cf/2] Cf7"2 ] -
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The heat transfer coefficient can be determined from equation 2.63 if the
blowing rate is specified and if the skin friction coefficient is known
from the first part of the analysis. Typical results of such computations
are graphically'comparedwith experimental results in Chapter 3. From
the foregoing analysis, Rubesin and Pappas have drawn the following
conclusions: (I) in general, the injection of helium and hydrogen
reduce the skin friction by 2.5 and 5°0 times, respectively, as much as
air; (2) similarly, helium and hydrogen reduce the Stanton number by
2°4 and 5.2 times, respectively, as much as air.
It is instructive to compare the analytical results for air and
the light gases in order to determine why the latter are considered more
effective on a per pound basis. The effects of light gas injection on
the skin friction coefficient can be illustrated using the momentum
integral equation in the form
cf de
2- = d-_ " F (2.64)
If the momentum thickness is known as a function of x for given mainstream
conditions and coolant properties, a simple comparison of the skin friction
coefficient forselectedvalues of molecular weight and equal blowing rates
is possible. Rubesin and Pappas did find an expression for the rate of
change of momentum thickness with x, but qualitatively the difference
between the effects of light gases and air cannot be seen from the equation°
Nevertheless, by studying the parameters which logically could have a
significant effect, molecular weight can be deduced as the variable which
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accounts for the difference° The other parameter which might be considered
is the dynamic viscosity. However, by applying the method suggested by
Wilke (29)to the turbulent boundary layer, it is seen that the average
viscosity at a point increases for increasing mass fractions of helium
in a_helium-airmixture and decreases for an increasing mass fraction
of hydrogen in a hydrogen-air mixture; thus, generalizations as to the
influence of viscosity of light gases can be ruled out.
Molecular weight affects the skin friction coefficient indirectly
by altering the characteristics of the boundary layer in two ways:
(1) it changes the actual thickness of the boundary layer; and (2)
J
it changes the properties of the flowing gas. The first effect can
be deduced by noting that at equal blowing rates for air and light gas
injection, the light gas will have the higher specific volume. This
tends to increase the boundary layer thickness (and the momentum
defect) due to the additional volume occupied by the coolant (30).
If this were the only factor, skin friction would be greater for
the injection of light gases due to a larger value of eI. Thus,
since the results of previous investigations (19, 26, 27) indicate
that the foregoing is not true, it can be assumed that the second
factor predominates over the first° Though all properties of the
boundary layer are influenced by the introduction of a foreign gas or
liquid, densit:/ is the only one that appears in the definition of momentum
thickness and for this reason, it will be considered to be the most
important. To illustrate its effect, the equation for density variations
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across the boundary layer (2o57) can be used to show that p/p_ for
helium injection is less than one half for values of z up to approximately
0.7. l For the injection of air into air, the ratio is one for the
assumptions 2 made by Rubesin and Pappaso Thus since density is
much less for light gases, o must also be less. Finally, if it can be
assumed that the rate of growth of momentum thickness (dO/dx} must
similarly be smaller in order for the corresponding lower value of
o to occur, it follows that cf will have a greater reduction with the
injection of light gases°
The greater reduction in heat transfer achieved by light gas
injection, relative to that realized by heavy gases, is more readily
understood. In describing the mechanism of transpiration cooling, the
reduction in heat transfer is partially ascribed to the blanketing
effect of the coolant. In general, the lower the molecular
weight, the higher will be the specific heat, and thus more heat will
be absorbed in the laminar sublayer and less transferred to the wall.
To show that the properties of the boundary layer are considerably
influenced by the coolant properties, the following illustration
is given. For a moderately low injection rate of F = O.OOl with
either helium or hydrogen, 3 the mass fraction of the injected gas at
the interface of the laminar sublayer with the turbulent core will be
approximately 0.5 and at the wall approximately 0.7o Thus it is safe
l
2
3
Evaluated at a typical value of F = 0.00125 and Rex = IxlO 7
Isothermal and constant pressure boundary layer
Also, with cf/2 = 5xlO-4 and Re = IxlO 7
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to assume that the properties of the gas in the laminar sublayer are
chiefly determined by the properties of the coolant for injection rates
within a practical range° For helium, the specific heat at constant
pressure is over five times as great as the value for air°
2°2°4 Comparison with :Other Analytical Theories
In this section,_the numerous analysesof the turbulent boundary
layer in the presence of mass transfer will be described in a general
way to define the objectives of the various solutions; then, a comparison
will be made of the more relevant analyses in those specific problem areas
most pertinent to transpiration cooling° The subject areas for which there
is little agreement occur in: (I) approximating the velocity distribution
across the boundary layer (phenomenological theories); (2) evaluating the
density variations for a compressible boundary layer; and (3) evaluating
Reynolds analogy for heat, momentum, and/or mass transfer° Finally,
the semi-empirical technique due to Turcotte (21) will be presented since
his unique assumptions simplify the analysis°
References 4, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 31, and 32 have all attempted to
find a suitable expression for the turbulent velocity distribution with
a nonzero component of velocity at the wall which, as seen earlier, is
necessary for the evaluation of skin friction and heat transfer° Tennekes
(32) and Stevenson (33) have reviewed most of the above references to
demonstrate the different possible techniques available to obtain the
velocity profile. It is noted here that the more accurate expressions
are also the most complex. Some (4, 14, 16, ll, 18, 31) of these
analyses have been extended to include the effects of mass transfer
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on heat transfer_ Others (14, 17, 31) have gone even further to evaluate
the effects of foreign gas addition° Alternate empirical approaches
(5, 6, 21) have been proposed to not only approximate the experimental
data but to simplify the form of the result° The analysis of Turcotte
(21) is best classified as semi-empirical and it represents the most
formidable challenge to mixing length theory as a means for evaluating
the turbulent shear st_ss° However, it also has been strongly
criticized (34)o I In the final section of this chapter, the unique
empirical analysis due to Spalding (5) will be reviewed°
Most authors (5, 6, 14, 16, 21, 32, 33) state before attempting
to solve the turbulent mass transfer problem that there is insufficient
understanding_of the mechanism of turbulent flow to obtain an accurate
expression for the velocity profile° They agree that mixing length
theory as proposed by Prandtl and yon Karman has no firm experimental
basis. Finally, it is argued that until there are more experimental
data and better agreement among the data, the problem cannot be
adequately solved by any means_ However, the theories which exist
today are believed to give answers of reasonable engineering accuracy.
This, in part, is due to the occurrence of one "free parameter" (21)
which can be evaluated somewhat arbitrarily, forcing the analysis to
agree more closely with existing data. The remainder of this section
shall be devoted to discussing the points mentioned earlier for which
different techniques are used to evaluate certain expressions.
In the last ten to fifteen years, considerable work has been directed
to obtaining a universal velocit,_ profile For turbulent flow over impermeable
l
See final portion of this section
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surfaces by dividing the boundary layer into four regions which alledgedly
have different physical characteristics° The division madeby Danberg (24)
for Re = 2xlO3 is given in Table 2oio
Table 2oi A Typical Arbitrary Division of the Boundary Layer
Percent Contribution
Layer Location to"Momentum Thickness
Laminar Sublayer 0 <_y <__5 Vw/U* 0°6%
Buffer Layer 5 Vw/U* <_y <_ 30 Vw/U* 6.8%
Turbulent Layer 30 Vw/U* < y < 0o2a 50.0%
Velocity Defect Layer 0.2a <_y < a 42.6%
Whether such a rigorous division of the boundary layer is advisable for
the purpose of analyzing the reduction in heat transfer with transpiration
cooling is questionable. In fact, all of the aforementioned authors con-
cerned with transpiration cooling theory extend the turbulent region to
include both the buffer and velocity defect layers° The important
point to observe from Table 2.1 is that almost 60 percent of the
momentum defect occurs in the region where the greatest concentrations
of injected or foreign gas exist, thus corroborating the argument
presented earlier that light gases reduce o by the sizable factor p/p==o
In choosing a phenomenological law to evaluate cM, the majority
of investigators (4, 14, 15, 16, 35) have employed Prandtl's mixing
length and only a few (17, 31) have used the von Karman form of the
expression, presumably because the former is easier to apply° Whether
one form is more accurate than the other is questionable° For
incompressible flow, the two alternate expressions yield the same
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velocity distribution (24). On the other hand, for compressible flow,
the profile obtained using Prandtl's mixing length equation has a higher
initial slope ((du/dy) a) but, nevertheless, the same value of cf results
if higher order terms are neglected in the yon Karman form.
Probably the main point at which some authors differ occurs in the
evaluation of p/p=, Only Clarke, Menkes, and Libby (16) assume that the
boundary layer is incompressible. Others begin with the equation
(2.65)
where, of course, for- the injection-of like gases, one has
W
w-=l
=
Differences usuallyarise because little agreement exists for finding
the ratios on the right hand side of equation 2°65 in terms of velocity
(or distance from the wall), mass fraction and molecular weight. Rubesin
and Pappas (14) ass_ne that the boundary layer is isothermal and thus
cancel the ratio T=/T. Lapin (17) considered a nonisothermal boundary
layer with foreign gas injection but made another far reaching assumption
that the Prandtl number and Schmidt numbers are equal to one, insuring
similarvelocity, enthalpy and concentration profiles°
For injection of air into air, Dorrance and Dore (15) and Rubesin
(4) follow the procedure of Lapin by assuming that the transport of
momentum is proportional to the transport of heat (inferring that the
turbulent Prandtly number is one)° This is the Reynolds analogy assumption
which all must make if a compressible boundary layer is considered°
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An analogy between heat and momentumtransfer must be employed
again to obtain a relationship between skin friction and heat transfer.
References 15, 16, 17 and 31 assumethat the ratio 2St/cf is equal to
one. Others proceed in the samemanner as Rubesin (4) and determine an
expression by manipulating, and integrating the momentumand energy
equations.
An alternate method for solving the momentumequation without
the use of mixing length theory has been suggested by Turcotte (21).
For this analysis, the velocity profile for an incompressible boundary
layer is approximated fromwhich a simple and unique expression for
skin friction results. The basic hypothesis is that Rannie_s (22)
expression for the eddy viscosity, ¢M' in turbulent pipe flow I is
valid for injection if it is modified with an appropriate parameter bo
Rannie's expression then becomes
CM
m= sinh 2 (by+/13o89)
Combining the above and the momentumequation (with derivatives in the
x direction negligible comparedto those in the y direction), Turcotte
integrates the result and evaluates the expression at the interface of
the laminar sublayer with the turbulent region giving
Ta = Tw exp (_)
Originally proposed for the region very close to the wall
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Another far reaching assumption is now made that the effect of
in_ection is limited to the laminar sublaj/er. This is the basis of the
derivation due to T... , if this,_r_ot.e. For ..+ is true, then the shear stress
at the interface of the sublayer with the turbulent core must be independent
of the injection rate; since the shear stress is constant across the sub-
layer for no blowing, it is concluded that
Ta = Tao = TWO
i.e., the interface shear stress with injection can be replaced by a
more easily evaluated quantity, the wall shear stress without in_ection.
The final equation is then
TW =
T-'- exp (-13o89G)b
WO
The various possible values for the parameter b were determined by Turcotte
without resorting to experimental resultso He believed that one of the
advantages of his solution was the elimination of the free parameters intro-
duced by mixing length solutions° Leadon (20), however, used experimental
data to show that several erro_ are involved in the assumptions of
Turcotte, the most notable being that injection does affect the velocity
distribution outside the laminar sublayer.
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2.3 Theory of Spa!di_ng,_Auslander and Sundarum
A third approach to the solution of the heat and mass transfer problem
is best represented by the attempt of Spalding, Auslander and Sundarum (5)
to obtain empirical correlations which fit the heat transfer data, As
mentioned earlier, the final equations are easy to use and the authors
claim that calculations can be performed in minutes, yielding answers
with an accuracy to w_thin one percent of the experimental results_ The
analysis is actually an extension of a more limited earlier work by
Spalding and Chi (37) for the turbulent boundary layer without mass
transfer° The final results of Reference 5 are valid for compressible
and incompressible fluids, subsonic and supersonic flows, l and non-
reacting and reacting coolants° As illustrated below, Spalding, et. alo
did not eliminate the need for evaluating complex functions and integrals
but, nevertheless, their expressions were manipulated in such a form that
they could be integrated numerically; the equations were then programmed
on a computer° The results of the numerical integrations have been
tabulated (5) for hydrogen, helium and air and thus numerical values for
the various functions may be taken directly from the report if the
mainstream conditions, coolant supply conditions and surface temperatures
are speci fied_
The analysis is based on *_he observation I_y Si_a_ding and Chi (37) that
the use of mixing length theory and the yon Karman momentum integral
equation for finding the skin friction on a flat plate with a turbulent
boundary layer leads to an equation of the functional form
The authors believe however that the accuracy of the results decrease
for lower Mach numbers
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cf
(_') Fc = Sx (Rex FRx) (2.66)
regardless of the presence of heat and/or mass transfer. Fc" Sx"
and FRx are initially undetermined functions which were introduced to
account for the influence of the independent variables. By comparing
the above expression (2.66) with the results of mixing length theory
due either to Prandtl or yon Karman, the authors deduced that the
following must be true
Fc = Fc (M=, Tw/T®, 2F/cf)
FRx = FRx (M=, Tw/T =, 2F/cf)
An initial simplification can be made if it is assumed that the skin
friction is a function only of Reynolds number for the case of no heat
or mass transfer and a very small Mach number (M << l); for then Fc and
FRx must reduce to one° This permits a solution for the function _x
without prior knowledge of the other two functions; ioeo, using experimental
data, the term "cf/2" in equation 2°66 can be plotted against _bx (Rex) for
the condition, Fc = FRx = lo In effect then, equation 2.66 has been
solved graphically, If the solution is generalized to permit heat and
mass transfer at any Mach number, the same functional relationship must
holdo However, before a value for cf can be determined from the graph
of equation 2,66 for the more general case, expressions for Fc and FRx
must be found. If solutions for these functions exist, the foregoing
approach becomes justified.
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The function Fc is deduced by rearranging the result obtained by
integrating the von Karmanform of the momentumequation (equation 2.44
of Rubesinis one form). Spalding, et. al. (5) arrive at the following
similar form
l -2
Cf I I (P/P-)0"5 ]dz =
2Fz) 0"52 o (l+cT
K2
(In (KE' Re®)) 2
(2.67)
where
E' _ constant
Since two independent functions are included in equation 2.66, it is
convenient to arbitrarily force the function Fc to be equal to the
coefficient of cf/2 in equation 2.67. Thus
l
[I (P/P=°) O'B (dz) i-2
Fc = z)O. 5
o (I +B u
(2.68)
where Bu is defined as
B _ 2F
u cf (2°69)
For a particular coolant and mainstream fluid, the integral (2.68)
can be solved numerically by employing Reynolds analogy. This has been
done and the results tabulated by Spalding, et. al. (5) for hydrogen,
helium and air.
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This leaves only tile function FRx to be evaluated e_irically. With
values of cf and Reynolds number known from experin_nt, particular values
FRx can be found using equation 2.66 and the function Fc from equation
2.68. Finally, plotting another curve of FRx against the blowing parameter
Bu, it is noted that the equation
-0.5
P® (I + F/St)
FRx-.-_ Fc (2.?o)
matches the results as well as any other. The equation used for
determining the ratio F/St appearing in this expression (2.70) will be
presented below.
In a recent book by Spalding (38), he discusses a unique method for
finding the ratio of blowing rate to Stanton nmnber (F/St) which he calls
the driving force for heat transfer or Bh. Because it requires considerable
background from the introductory chapters of Reference 38 and because it
is merely a convenient definition, the derivation of the equation will i_e
omitted. The following was obtained for a chemically inert coolant
F = Cp®_.(T= - Tw) + ru212
Bh = _t Cpc (Tw " To) + gradl_ (2,71)
where Cp= is the specific heat of the mainstream fluid and Cpc is the
specific heat of the coolant. The radiation heat ransfer is usually
neglected. All the variables on the right hand side of equation 2.71 are
specified for a particular problem except the recovery factor. From
experimental results, its value may be approximated by the expression
56
r : (Pr) I13 (1 + Bh) -0.04 (2.72)
Thus equations 2o71 and 2.72 must be solved simultaneously for r and
Bh. However, since neither F or the Stanton number are known or
specified though the ratio is, they cannot, as yet be found°
Again experimental data is utilized and a Reynolds analogy is
postulated to be of the form
cf
- St (Pr)2/3 (2.73)
2
or
Bu = (pr)-2/3 Bh (2.74)
where Bu is the driving force for mass transfer. With the skin friction
coefficient known, it is possible to solve for the mass transfer rate
from the definition of Bu (equation 2.69).
The procedure for calculating the mass transfer rate from the
specified conditions of the problem were summarized by Spalding, et alo
and are reviewed briefly below.
(1) Solve equations 2o71 and 2.72 simultaneously for Bh (ioeo, F/St)
and r, the recovery factor°
(2) Determine Bu from equation 2.74.
(3) Find the value of the function Fc in the tables presented in
Reference 5o
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(4) Calculate FRx using equation 2_70o
(5) The skin friction coefficient can now be found directly from
the graph (5) of equation 2°66, and the mass flow rate follows from
the definition of Bu (2_69)_
The only criticisms that can be made of the foregoing solution
is that there is insufficient data at the present to insure an accurate
empirical result. Also, the derivation does not consider the physics
of the boundary layer°
Knuth and Dershin (6) present a similar technique but were not
able to arrive at conclusive results due to the insufficient data
necessary to justify their approach. They established a curve based
on constant properties (eog., air into air) for the skin friction
coefficient as a function of the blowing rate. Attempts were then made
to generalize the results by developing equations based on reference
state conditions for the more general case of variable properties°
In conclusion, the author recommends the solution due to Spalding,
et. alo (5) for the design of transpiration cooling systemS o The
analysis was based on both past theory and experiment and accurately
represents the data existing at the time of publication. Those
experimental results and others reported since are discussed in Chapter 3_
While the correlation of Spalding, et. al. adequately represents existing
data more accurately than any theory, there are still some discrepancies
at subsonic Mach numbers which are not accounted for and which to date
have not been reconciled° Finally, as emphasized earlier, the most note-
worthy advantages of the solution are its general applicability and simplicity°
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3o REVIEWOF EXPERIMENTALWORK
3oi Introduction
Before proceeding with a review and evaluation of the more recent
experimental work on transpiration cooling that is relevant to rocket
nozzle cooling, it is helpful to discuss the history and development of
the state of the art as it exists today° The parameters of interest and
the independent variables which have been found to have the greatest
influence on heat transfer will then be discussed toreveal the problems
arising in determining the significant parameters for data correlation
and to justify the basis formuch ofthe existing data today° Finally,
some of the more pertinent experimental work will be reviewed in detail
to indicate what has been accomplished and theareasrequiring future
experimental work° A table has been prepared to briefly summarize the
range of parameters that have been investigated and the experimental
objectives of most of the unclassified literature concerned with
transpiration cooling of a turbulent boundary layer° In addition, several
)
graphs will be presented comparing existant data with the analyses
of Chapter 2o
Work in the field of transpiration cooling-has continued since
1929 when Oberth (B9) first recognized sweat cooling as a potential method
for rocket engine cooling° The following year, Goddard (40) conducted
the first successful transpiration cooling experimentemploying a four
inch diameter rocket engine with a porous ceramic insert as the injector°
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The test lasted only a few seconds but it was labeled a success and provided
the motivation for experimentation to follow. The first experimental
work reported in the literature was conducted by Meyer-Hartwig (41) in
1940 to determine the effectiveness of transpiration cooling in reducing
the heat transfer to a porous copper wall subjected to gas temperatures
up to 4500 F_ These first tests, which are discussed further in
References 2 and 42, demonstrated the feasibility of this unique
cool ing idea°
The most extensive and systematic investigation into this area was
initiated in 1940 by Pol Duwez and co-workers at the California Institute
of Technology (3, 12, 13, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49)0 This
program continued into the early lgSO's and included the following aspects
of transpiration cooling: (1) a study of the manufacture and flow
properties of porous materials; and (2) the theoretical and experimental
developments of the cooling techn_queo Experimental investigations were
conducted-on the cooling of cylindrical porous ducts of materials such
as copper, stainless stee) and ceramics, employing nitrogen, hydrogen
and water as coolantso One of the more noteworthy conclusions of
the investigations was that .the-cooling efficiency of the transpiration
process is due more to the excellent heat transfer from the wall to the
coolant than to the insulation provided by the mass injection of the wall.
Concurrent. with the work at CoIoTo, Young (50) carried out
independent tests for Aerojet General Corporation from 1944 1;o 1946
to determine the effectiveness and problems entai)ed with using water
as the coolanto As will be discussed in Chapter 4, Young discovered
that if boiling occurs ]oca]ly, i_eo, at one particular point along the
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test section, it will subsequently spread to adjacent areas° The
propagating nature of thisphenomena is due mainly to the local
increase in surface temperature; for the resu It is an increase in
kinematic viscosity and thus, a lower rate of injection. By spreading
in this manner, the entire test section soon becomes saturated with steam
and the lower mass flow rate becomes erratic° Despite this problem,
Young was able to conduct a stable experiment for three minutes using
water and a porous nickel liner° Since that first experiment,
very limited attention has been focused on using water as the transpiring
fluid (27, 51, 52, 53, 54)° This is probably largely due to the superior
cooling effectiveness of light gas injection into a boundary layer when
compared to a heavy gas, as discussed in Chapter 2. However, the latent
heat of a liquidmakes it the chief competitor to the system employing
a'light gaseous coolant°
Another application for transpiration cooling was opened in 1946
when Moore andGrootenhuis (55) suggested this technique for the cooling
of gas turbine blades° Most of the problems in this area are associated
with fabrication of complicated geometries and deposition of solid
impurities on the blade surface°
The study of transpiration cooling increased considerably in the
1950's and today, there exists a large number of articles dealing with
not only the nozzle and turbine blade problem, but supersonic vehicle cooling,
prevention of icing on leadsections of airplane wings, electric arc cooling;
and further, the analogous techniqueof suction has received moderate
attention as a potential means of boundary layer control for flow past
airplane wings.
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Experiments have been conducted in more recent years on such widely
diverse geometries as flat plates, cones, wedges, spheres, nozzles,
channels and turbine blades for selected coolants and selected values
of free stream temperature, Hach number, Reynolds number, and blowing
rate. Table 3o] summarizes the range of parameters considered in the
pertinent investigations and illustrates that each study is unique
from the standpoint of having a particular range of _test conditions°
Considerable difficulty is encountered in comparing the results of
various investigations since the method of data correlation has not been
standardized, partly because of the lack of agreement as to the most
influential parameters and partly because of the differences in taking
the data. It is not surprising then that the range of applicability of
the data for each individual experiment is extremely limitedo Furthermore,
though a tremendous amount of data has been accumulated since Goddard's
first experiment, there still exists a need for additional experimental
investigations encompassing a more systematic and wider variation of
the parameters involvedo
302 Determination of Significant Parameters
3o2oi Dimensionless Correlations
In general, the determination of the skin friction coefficient
and/or the heat transfer coefficient is the primary objective of all
transpiration cooling measurements° From the former quantity a]ong with
the run conditions, the total drag is readily calculated and from the
latter, the temperature of the wall or the blowing rate° Skin friction
will be considered in detail in,this report (as has been done in most
I
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recent investigations to be discussed) because it must be determined
first before the heat transfer coefficient can be determined through
the Reynolds analogy° In fact, Reynolds analogy becomes after many
simplifying and heuristic assumptions
cf
St-
2 (3oi)
Thus, the general trends displayedby one should be followed closely
by the other and this indeed has been shown to be true (24)° Skin friction
by itself is of primary importance to the aerodynamicist whose concern
is with external flow over blunt bodies° The temperatures in the mainstream
over an aerodynamic profile are frequently ambient and thus high heat fluxes
are due mainly to the viscous dissipation in theboundary layer° However,
the problems of the rocket nozzle, airfoil, or reentry vehicle designer
are essentially the same for in any of the cases, the same parameters
(as outlined in the preceding chapter)must be considered to solve the
problem° If the pressure gradients in both the axial and transverse
directions are negligible, the problemsareinfactidenticalo
Since many discrepancies exist in much of the data, one of the most
important considerations after experimentally determining the two
parameters cf and St is to find the most effective method of
plotting the results° An additional motivation for determining a
universal and satisfactory correlation isto develop an alternate approach
for solving the transpiration problem; ioeo, as discussed in Chapter 2,
because most of the analyses require lengthy numerical solutions, it
would appear expedient to experimentally obtain a dimensionless correlation
which could be used in place of the more involved analytical equations°
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The skin friction and heat transfer coefficients are _nfluenced the
most significantly by the rate of mass injection (generally written in
terms of the dimensionless blowing rate F)o Other variab!es having some
effect on cf and St are the Reynolds number, Mach number, the ratio of
mainstream to wall temperature, and properties of the coolant° The
objective thenisto determine an effective manner of correlating the
data which would eliminate as much of the influence of the free
parameters as possible°
Stewart (56) conducted a preliminary study of this problem and arrived
at a relationship which gives answers within the rangeof accuracy of
the theoretical predictions (4, 14)o The most obvious method of plotting
results is to use blowing rate as the independent variable but, unfortunately,
this leaves the influence of the aforementioned independent variables
(M, Re, T/Tw) unaccounted for° Though he was not the first person, he
suggested dividing the dependent variable of interest (cf or St) and
the blowing rate F, by the zero mass transfer value of the parameter
measured (Cfo or Sto), reasoning that Mach number, Reynolds number, and
temperature ratio should have the same influence on the dynamics of the
boundary layer regardless of the mass transfer; thus, it is intended
that the influence of the independent variables cancel by expressing
the reductions in heat transfer'and skin friction coefficients in terms
of a dimensionless ratio° To adjust the result for-foreign gas injection,
Stewart also recommended multiplying the independent variable by the factor
. c_) 0°6
Cp = ( (302)
p®
I
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which was found empirically to improve the correlation for several
gases°
Thus, for the presentation of skin friction data, cf/Cfo should
FcpcO_6/(CfoCp_ 0°6) and for the heat transfer data,be plotted against
FcpcO_6/(StoCp 0°6)o _n section 3°3 of this chapter,St/St o against
some typical experimental results will be compared with theory and using
Stewart"s coordinates, the data and analyses are shown to lie virtually
on the same !ine_ The specif)c heat was chosen as a correction factor
because it is inversely propo_rtional to molecular weight as well as a
function of temperature_ An obvious disadvantage of this technique
is that the reference condition (the mainstream fluid) is not always
the same (usually air)_ Brunner (27), for example, subjected a porous
cone to the products of combustion of oxygen and alcohol and found
that on the basis of Stewart"s correlation, his results were off by a
factor of 9_0 percent; however, considering the discrepancies of typical
transpiration cooling results, this is not significant°
3_2_2 Measurement Techniques
Skin Fr_ction In general, there are two fundamental ways by which
skin f_iction can be dete_Y_n)ned in mass transfer experiments but unfortunately,
the same equipment is not required for each technique precluding an easy
comparison of the data_ The first method to be described is the simplest
and the mostfrequently used for external flowo It requires the measurement
of the drag on a mede_ which, as described below, can readily be related
to the skin f_ictiono References 26 and 57 effectively demonstrated
the usefulness of this technique in their evaluation of the effects of
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blowing on the surface skin friction of a cone. By attaching a strain
gage to the strut support of their ,_odels and with help of static
pressure measurements at various points along the surface, they were
able to ascertain the total drag by means of a force balance. From the
total drag force, the shear stress and thus the skin friction coefficient
were calculated. Since the average value of shear stress was found, the
fact that cf must also be an average value is self-evident. This is a
major shortcoming of this method since the local skin friction distribution
cannot be found from the data taken.
An alternate method for determining the skin friction coefficient
which has been frequently employed (19, 20, 24, 26, 58, 59, 60) requires
boundary layer measurements of the static pressure profile yielding after
some calculation, the velocity distribution for any" particular cross-
section. Considerable equipment is required since a pitot traverse
must be made at selected points along the test section. From the veloclty
profiles, the displacement and momentum thicknesses can be determined by
graphical or numerical integration. With these quantities known at
several points, their respective derivatives in the direction of flow
follow directly. Furthermore, if a streamwlse pressure gradient exists,
the variation in freestream velocity can be found easily from the boundary
layer measurements and the momentum equation. Knowing these quantities,
the yon Karman momentum integral for a nonzero wall velocity gives the
skin friction; for turbulent flow, it is
do (PV)w e 6" du cf
d-'x - _ + - (_" + 2) -- = --u dx 2 (3.3)
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where c) is themomentum thickness, 6* the displacement thickness and
cf the local va]ue of: skin. frictiono. The sole assumption invoked by
adopting equation 3_3 is that the terms involving the product of
fluctuating components of velocity are negligible° Mickley and Davis
(20) argued that no serious errors could result if the blowing rate is
'_ufficiently higho"
Heat Transfer Coefficient Again there _are essentially two ways
to d_etermine the heat transfer coefficient and thus the Stanton number°
An energy balance can be written for a control volume enclosing the porous
surface and boundary layer° The appropriate equation is
_qwall : qcoolant + qcond + qrad (3°4)
The term on the left hand side represents the energy loss from the
fluid in the freestream and boundary layer and the three terms on the
right hand side account for the entha_py rise of-the coolant across the
porous wall, the conduction of heat through the porous material and
radiation from the plate to the surroundings° To simplify the experiment
as much as possible, the plate is normally coated on the outside with
a substance having a low emissitivity, thus permitting the radiation
term to be neglected° As demonstrated by Battle and Leadon (28),
the conduction term can be made negligible by heating the outside wall
of the test section to the inside wall temperature with auxiliary
electrical equipment° Adjusting the temperatures requires considerable
precision since the steady stateis disrupted by-the additional energy
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input° An alternate technique (61) permits conduction losses but requires
a series of thermocouples accurately placed to measure the lateral and
transverse temperature gradients_ Assuming that conduction and radiation
effects can be neglected, equation 3:4 becomes
h(T w - Tr) = (pVCpT)o - (pvcpT)w (3os)
Introducing the Stanton number defined as
St =
qw
p=U®Cp=(T r - Tw) (3o6)
and assuming that the product, pVCp remains constant for the coolant from
the reservoir to injection, the following relation for the Stanton number
is obtainedo
St- (pVCp)o (TO " Tw)
(OUCp)= (Tw - Tr) (3o7)
All of the terms in the above expression can be determined from a single
experiment except the adiabatic wall temperature° To complete the evaluation
of St, Tr must be found as follows. The wall and coolant temperatures
are first measured for given mainstreamconditions and blowing rate° Then,
with the same mainstream conditions and blowing rate, the coolant supply
is heated until it reaches the wall temperature° This procedure eliminates
all energy losses from the freestream gas and guarantees, that, the wall
temperature, will be'atits recovery or adiabatic-value_ The-steady state
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is altered whenthis is done but there must be a condition for which the
supply and wall temperatures are constant and equal. With all terms on
the right hand side of equation 3.7 known, the Stanton number can be
cal cul atedo
The alternate method of determining the Stanton number is
analogous to the second technique described for finding the skin
friction coefficient. This involves measurementsof the thermal boundary
layer and the use of the energy integral equation which can be written as
de ¢ du= cPc F st (3.8)
d--.R. + =
u=, dx Cp®
where ¢ is the energy defect of the boundary layer defined by
(;T pu(T® 0 - T°) dy
¢ = I p= u® (Tr - Tw)
0
(3.9)
By measuring the boundary layer velocity and temperature profiles at
various points along the plate, ¢ can be determined numerically and
from it, the gradient of the energy loss, d¢/dXo The local Stanton
number is then determined from equation 3.8°
3.3 Results
Due to the accumulation of data in the literature over the past
fifteen years, a definite need exists for a comprehensive comparison of
the work that has been accomplished in specific areas of transpiration
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cooling. In Table 3,7, over twenty investigations are presented af_d
compared on ti_e basis of the independent va_'iables nleasured, the
apparatus used and the techr,iques involved. This tabie was limited to
turbulent flow since when blowing is introduced into a no,_T_a!ly
laminar boundary layer, it tends to become unstable and transition
occurs soon thereafter. Therefore, though transpiration cooling may
reduce the heat transfer by a ,,-mresignificant factor than transition to
turbulence tends to increase it, the advantages of the end result for
normally laminar flow are greatly diminished (62).
Rather than discuss all the investigations included in the table,
only those reports most pertinent to rocket thrust chamber cooling are
considered in detail. Though the choice is somewhat arbitrary, the
experiments which seem to be of greatest importance are those due to
Mickley and Davis (20), Tewfik (59), Pappas and Okuno (26), Romanenko
and Kharchenko (19), Bartle and Leadon (28), Green and Nall (42),
Danberg (24), and Brunner (27)° The experimental work shall be
discussed from the standpoint of the apparatus required for the individual
measurements and the most significant results and contributions of each
l
study.
3.3.1 Pertinent Experimental Work
Mickley and Davis Probably the most extensive and precise work
performed to determine skin friction as a function of blowing rate and
Reynolds number can be attributed to Mickley and Davis (20). The effect
I
The less extensive work of Hacker (64) will not be discussed, but
his data will be presented later.
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TABLE 3.l GENERAL COMPARISON
Reference Coolant Toot Section
Geometry
Poroua I/a_al
Skin Friction
Calculated
Friedman (9) Air Cylinder Nickel No
Copper. Nickel,
Duwez and N2, H2 Cylinder No
_rneeler 494) Stainless Steel
Cone Sintered Xnoonel No
Sintered St ainleee No Ye8
Flat Plate Steel
Cone No Yes
Bz_mner 427) N2, He, H20
Rnbeeln, Pappaa, Air
and Okuno (61)
31ntered Stainless
Steel
Chauvin and
Carter (51)
Tenperature
leasurenant8
Ye8
Yo8
Tee
N2, He, H20
Sckert, _is_la.
and Donoughe 493) Air Mlat Pla_e Sintered Bronze Yes !o
I_adon and Sinter_d Stainleem
Scott 467) Air. He Ma_ Plate No YesSteel Wire
Cone
Flat Plate
Mlat Plate
Tendeland and Air
0kuno (57)
_ickley and
Davis 420) Air
BruLnk 436)
Barrow 4_)
3teen and
gall (42) g2
Pappas and _e, Air,
3kuno (26) Preen-12
Hacker (64) Air
Walton and
Raahis (92) N2, He
Rashle (71) N2, He
Battle and
Leadon (28) N2
Mud; Plate
Copper gire
Mesh
Wire Cloth
Sintered Bronle
Slntered Stainleu
Steel
Treated Fibro_
Glass
No_le
Yee
Yee
No
Yes
Yes
YeeCone
No
He
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Ronanenko and
Kharchenko (19)
Tewflk (59)
Danber 8 (24)
01son and
gckert (60)
He, Preen-12,
002, Air
Air
Air
Air
• Stagnation Temperature
e. Mot Specified
Mlat Plate Yes
Slntered StaAn_e
Steel
Sintered S_8Anless No
Cone Steel
Stntered Stainles8 No Yes
Double Wedge Steel
Flat Plate No Yen
Mlat Plate Poa-ous Copper
Cylinder Wire Cloth
Plat Plale Sinte_ed S_Lules8
Steel
Poroet_d Wlre
Cylinder Cloth
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Ye8
No
Yes
No
OF E_
Meaou_
No
No
He
No
No
Presou
No
No
l_e 88_
No
Preeou
No
No
Prenma
No
No
Preeou
Tenpez
Preelu
Teapez
Preeou
I_A_em
Tempe,
Pressm
?ERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
7O
.-e end
e and
,gure
t and
Range of
31 o_-,,_ Rate
0 to 0.025
0.002 t.o
0.06
0.001, 0.002,
0.003
0 to 0.0014
0 to 0.017
0 to 0.004
0 to 0.0026
0 to 0,01
0 to 0.016
_MJ
).001 to
0.02
) to 0.00285
3 to 0.01
4N_
0.0005 to
0.003
D to 0.0016
O.0001 to
0.007
D to 0.00)12
O to 0.0025
3.00246 to
O.0584
Range of
Reynolds Number
2.5x104 to 2.5xi05
1.5x103 to 1.0xl05
1.4xlO 6
1.5xi0 b to 7x106
8xlO 6
}xlO 6 to 6xlO 6
4xlO 6
6.25xi06 to a.56x106
4x104 to 3x106
lxlO 6 to 16zlO 6
'lNl'
Ixl06 to 10xl06
0.9x106 to 5.9xi06
Math Number Preestream
Telperat_tre (oF)
0 800 to 1300
0 to 1.0 ii00 to 4200
I
2.5 2040
2=7 150
t
2.05 563 to 640
0 ambient
3.0 42.5, 73.6
2.71 ambient
0 ambient
0.6 215 "
0 ambient
M >i.0
0.3, 0.7, 3.5,
4.7
*_ 0
12x106 M < 4.08
5.78xi05 to 8.2xi06 2.0
lxlO 6 to 5xlO 6 2.0, 3.2
Ixl05 to 57-105 0
ilxl05 to l.lxl06 0
9xlO 6 to 19x106 6.7
2.8x104 to 8.2xi04 0
ambient, 500
ambient
ambient
T_ _ 1390
1295 to 2910 *
42.5, 73.6
350, 530
ambient
527 *
ambient
Remarks
Plow in channel with
• P/dy = 0
ltanton number not
_almzlated
Velocity profile
leasurQRent 8
Studied separation
Tests in hot _e_
and free flight
Pressure gradient
_ffeots included
_,xternal flow; flow
mrallel to axis
_eloclty profile
measurements
m!
m
!
m
!
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m
m
m
m
m
m
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of Mach number and wall to freestream temperature was purposefully
eliminated in their work so that the inf!ucence of Reynolds number could
is isolated, thus enabling a study of cf as a function of the blowing
rate F with Rex as the free parameter. Since all run conditions were
established at M _ 0 and Tw/T ® = loO, their results become extremely
limited in regard to practical applications; nevertheless, because the
data is extensive, it may be used to verify the numerous theoretical
analyses of other authors.
The work of Mickley and Davis _was conducted to clarify a previous
investigation by Mickley, Ross, Squyers and Stewart (63) when it was
discovered that the latter had used defective equipment which gave some
incorrect results. The procedure and equipment of Mickley and Davis
was much the same as that of the former study (63). The mainstream
air was supplied by a centrifugal fan to a calming chamber where
vorticity and turbulence was reduced° The calming chamber led into
a convergent nozzle followed by a rectangular test section. Only the
upper wall of the one foot wide and ten foot long channel was porous°
The bottom plate was adjustable to enable the establishment of a zero
Euler number and pressure gradient, thus approximating the flow over
a flat plate° To insure boundary layer developmentbeginning at the
leading edge, provisions weremade for suction at the upstream edge
of the porous injector°
As indicated in Table 3oi, air was not only used for the bulk
flow but for the injected fluid as well. The mainstream velocity
ranged from 17 to 60 fps, the blowing rate F from zero to OoOl and
the Reynolds number based on x from 4xlO 4 to 30xl05o The model
!
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intended for the investigation'could be described as turbulent,
steady, subsonic flowwith zero pressure gradient° The blowing rate F
had a constant local value for the entire length of the test section°
An impact probe was used to measure the velocity distribution at nine
stations alongthe plate. The precision of these measurements were
estimated at
a___u= 1.8
2 2 (3.10)
u U
As explainedearlier, the velocity profiles permitted the calculation
of the displacement and momentum thicknesses and-their gradients in
the axial direction° Thus, the skin friction coefficient follows from
the momentum integral equationo
Mickley and 'Davis found that for the conditions which they considered
in their experimental investigation; the skin friction and velocity
distribution are a function only of theblowing rate and a Reynolds
number based onthe distance from the leading edge° This is in agreement
with Spalding's hypothesis of Chapter 2. A comparison of their results
with previous data (63) indicated an error of 15 to 30 percent in the
earlier data° In Figure 3oi, the results of Mickley and Davis are
presented with the skin friction coefficient plotted as a function of
the Reynolds number with blowing rate as a parameter° The theoretical
predictions of Rubesin (4), which are indicated by the solid line in
Figure 3.1, are in general agreement with the over-all trend of the
experimental results although the latter are as much as 15 percent Iowo
It is virtually impossibleto prove which is more exact and in fact, it
seems to be relatively unimportant when Reynolds number is the independent
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variable; for Mickley and Davis used the distance x as the characteristic
length and although the model was intended to approximate flow over a
flat plate, it was actually internal flow. The hydraulic diameter is
normally considered to be the characteristic dimension for flow through
pipes or ducts°
Although it is difficulat to assess the accuracy of the theoretical
solutions beyond indicating the limitations of the assumptions involved,
it is relatively easy to uncover the problems incurred by the measurements
of Mickley and Davis (20)° For example, though suction was employed at
the leading edge, the velocity profile in the center of the channel was
already approaching fully developed flow_ The theoretical analyses
reviewed in the preceding Chapter were of course for flow over a flat
plate° Further, serious errors, as pointed out by Tewfik (59) and
described below, are involved in the calculation procedure of Reference 20°
The momentum integral equation for a turbulent boundary layer with
injection and a freestream pressure gradient is
do o 6* du® cf
d_ + _ (o + 2) dx F - 2 (3.ll)
The subject experimental results (20) show that the terms involving the
gradient of momentum thicknessand the blowing rate parameter are both
comparatively large and of thesame order of magnitude; thus, their
difference is small° Even though the pressure gradient term may be
small, it cannot, in general, be neglected when compared to the difference
of the two aforementionedtermso Unfortunately, Mickley and Davis did not
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recognize this, reasoning that since the freestreamvelocity varied
only slightly, the entire pressure gradient term could be considered
negligible° Because of this omission of the pressure gradient term in
calculating cf, Tewfik (59) found that the values for the skin friction
coefficient calculated by Mickley and Davis were 15 percent too small
at the highest value of F_ Further questions ariseregarding the
validity of the data when it is noted that the values of the skin
friction coefficient for no blowing agree very well with the equation
for a smooth impermeable flat plate° One would expect a porous plate
to behave more like an extremely rough surface with a sizeable
roughness factor, E/do
In the final section of this Chapter, the data of Reference 20 are
con_oared with other existing results on the basis of the fractional
reduction in' skin friction and with blowing rate as the independent
variable° See Figure 3o7o
Tewfik Tewfik (59) conducted experimental investigations of his
own because of the problems he discovered with the skin friction results
of Mickley and Daviso His work will be discussed briefly because of the
significant disagreement of his results with other subsonic data (Ig,
20, 26, 64)° A comparison of the various results will be deferred to
the finalsection of this Chapter.
His experiments were concerned with external flow over a 2 in.
(outside diameter) circular cylinder with the flow parallel to the axis
of symmetry. The velocity of the freesteam was llO fps and thus the
Mach number was approximately zero. Air was injected at blowing rates
of 0.00]07, 0°00202, and 0o00312o Boundary layer measurements of the
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static pressure profile were made from which the skin friction was determined
from equation 3oli.
The following conclusions were the result of his (59) experimental
work° (1) The density-velocity product (pV) is not constant across the
boundary layer (as assumed in the theoretical analyses of the preceding
Chapter) but changes by a factor of three from the wall to the outer edge
of the turbulent region_ (2) The momentum equation in the form
= :w+ (pV)wu
is a "poor" approximation beyond the inner "tenth" of the boundary layer.
(3) The effect of Mach number on the ratio cf/cfo is negligible. (4) The
results for the skin friction coefficient ratio agree with the analysis
of Rubesin (4) but disagree significantly with the solution due to
Turcotte (21)o (5) All boundary layer thicknesses were increased by
injection= Only conclusion (3)is objected tohere, primarily because
of the following study due to Pappas and Okuno (26)°
Pappas and Okuno The work of Pappas and Okuno (26)is included
because it is not only recent but encompasses a larger range of para-
meters than the other investigations reviewed° Again, the interest was
primarily in measuring the skin friction coefficient of a compressible
turbulent boundary layer though considerable attention was given to the
influence of blowing rate_ Mach number and the effect of foreign gas
injection, ioeo, molecular weight°
A I0 in° cone with a total included angle of 15° was employed as
the porous injector in the exhaust of a 2 ft x 2 ft transonic wind
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tunnel. The injector was manufactured from a mat of glass fibers
treated with uncurred phenolic resin. Skin friction measurements were
based on a force balance for the cone as described earlier° Eleven
pressure taps with an orifice diameter of 0°020 in. were distributed
over the porous surface and on the base of the cone to determine the
external pressure distribution° It was discovered that the difference
in pressure between the exterior surface of the cone and the base was
on the same order of magnitude as the total shear stresSo Calculations
of the total drag on the model were possible using a strain gage
attached to the cone support. The total frictional force and thus the
average friction coefficient, cf, was determined from the external
pressure distribution, the coolant injection rate, the total drag
and the wind tunnel stagnation temperature pressure°
To insure a turbulent boundary layer beginning at the leading edge
of the cone, garnet paper was attached in front of the nose cone to
serve as a boundary layer trip° The authors conjectured that the
influence of mass injection on the boundary layer growth may have been
somewhat reduced because the porous surface did not begin for approximately
2 ino downstream of the nose. Experiments were conducted for freestream
Mach numbers of 0.3, 0.7, 3°5, and 4°7 and a Reynolds number varied from
O°9xlO 6 to 5o9XI06o The Reynolds number for the subsonic portion of the
experiment was based on the freestream conditions, whereas for the supersonic
portion, the surface conditions after the shock wave for a hypothetical
inviscid flow were selectedo In each case, the characteristic length of
the cone was I0o5 in., the total length. This then presents an initial difficulty
I
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in comparing the subsonic results of Pappasand Okuno (26) with Mickley
and Davis (20) and Tewfik (59) since the latter investigations (20, 59)
employed a Reynolds number based on the distance from the leading edge
and found a local value of skin friction coefficient°
Another difficulty in comparing the results of Pappas and Okuno
with other investigations arises because the skin friction coefficient
does not necessarily have the same value on a cone as it does on other
geometries under the same mainstream conditions° To obtain a relation-
ship for skin friction coefficient under the condition of zero blowing,
Mickley and Davis adopted theBlasius equation given by
-0°2
Cfo : 0°0592 Re x (3o12)
which they verified experimentally° To obtain the equivalent equation
for a cone, the constant must be changed to 0o0754, the characteristic
length x to L, and the local value of skin friction"to the average value°
Thus
-0°2
cf o : 000754 ReL
If the datafor theflat p]ate and cone are compared on the basis of the
ratio of the skin friction coefficient with blowing to the skin friction
coefficient without blowing, then it is generally believed (26, 65) that
the effects due to differences in Reynolds number and geometry will
cancel OUto In otherwords, plotting cf/Cfo against 2F/cfo for a flat
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plate should be analogous to plotting cf/Cfo against 2F/Cfo for a cone
and if so, the curves should, in fact, be coincident. This is another
reason for most authors correlating their data in thermanner specified
above°
A second objective of the investigation conducted by Pappas and
Okuno was to assess the influence of Mach number on cf/Cfoo The
subsonic results of Reference 20 suggest that the various theories for
a turbulent boundary layer with mass injection (4, 5, 14, 16, 17, 66) do
not properly account for the influence of Mach number on the relative
reduction in skin friction (cf/Cfo)O In fact, Rubesin"s theory, which
is typical of most, indicates that a change in Mach number from zero
to 4.0 has an insignificant effect on the reduction° Moreover, this
effect of Nach number is probably within the range of accuracy of
their predicted results. Pappas and Okuno found that the higher the
blowing rate, the more pronounced the effect of Mach number becomeso
For example, at a blowing rate of 2F/_fo = 0°2 for helium, the change
in the ratio cf/Cfo is less than 5 percent for a Mach number change
from 0°3 to 3°0° However, for a blowing rate of 2Fl_fo= 2o8, the
change in cf/_fo for the same Mach number change is on the order of 40
percent° The data of Mickley and Davis (20), Pappas and Okuno (26)
and Daeberg l (24) are presented in Figure 3.2 to illustrate the
influence of Nach number on the skin friction coefficient° It should
be noted that between a Mach number of 2°5 and 500, the effect is
relatively insignificanto In the subsonic regions of the curves, the
effect becomes somewhat more pronounced°
l
The resultsof Danberg will be discussed in detail later in this section°
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A final objective of the parametric study of Reference 26 was to
compare the effects of the injection of a light gas (helium) and a
heavy gas (freon-12) with the effects of the injection of air into
airo Helium was chosen because it is inert and freon-12 because its
molecular weight is about the same as the gas emitted by common
ablating heat shield materials° A comparison of the effectiveness of
helium, air, and freon-!2 is presented in Figure 3°3 in the form of
the skin friction reduction realized for,selected values of blowing
rate with the Much number held constant at approximately zero° The
experimental results are in general agreement with the theoretical
predictions of Rubesin and Pappas (14) as shown, which indicates helium
to be the most efficient, air the second best, and freon-12 the least
effective° Reductions of the skin friction coefficient due to blowing
of up to 80 percent were realized with helium without inducing boundary
Iayer separation°
Romanenko and Kharchenko The investigation of Romanenko and
Kharchenko (19) is one of the more significant recent contributions
to the understanding of transpiration cooling problems for three reasons:
(1) their unique experimental techniques (see below) made their approach
more accurate; (2) both the nonzero and constant pressure gradient cases
were considered; and (3) the effects due to blowing on both the skin
friction coefficient and heat transfer, ioeo, Stanton number, were
investi gated o
The apparatus employed in the experimental study was similar to that
used by Mickley and Davis (20) in that the tests were conducted in a
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rectangular duct with suction provided near the leading edge° A 11o8 in°
x 2°36 in° porous plate was imbedded in the bottom.wall-of, the test section
and-the-side .walls were made adjustable to hold the pressure gradient
at the desired value° The following conditions were maintained throughout
the experiment:
l O5 < Re < 5xlO 5
M=OoO
82 fps < u® < 250 fps
350 F < Too < 530 F
OoO001 < F < 0o007
The coolants used were freon-12, carbon dioxide, air and heliumo Boundary
layer measurements were made to determine the velocity and temperature
distributions normal to the plate°
One reason that their results are extremely important is that two
different methods were used for determining not only the skin friction
coefficient but the heat transfer coefficient as wello This feature
enabled them to double check each point on any g_ven curve° In Figure
307, to be discussed in detail in Section 3°3.2, their results for skin
friction are shown_;to lie within the range indicated for all other subsonic
results (20, 26, 64) except Tewfiks (59)° Thus, the premise that Mach
number has a significant effect on the relative skin friction ratio is
given added support° The skin friction coefficient without blowing and
for the zero pressure gradient portion of the experiment was determined
by three-separate methods° They were: (I) the integral momentum
|
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equation; (2) the Klauser method; and (3) the Blasius equation given by
the relation
Cfo -0o 2
T = 0,0296 Rex
Good agreement was obtained by all techniques°
The heat transfer experiments were conducted in a similar manner.
Both the energy integral equation and a heat balance vere used to
obtain the Stanton number_ Some error could havebeen-introduced in
determining the Stanton number with zero blowing for only the empirical
equation
0,0296 Re -0_2
StO = x
I + .87 A l Rex-O'l(pr-l)
where A1 = lo5Pr -0"167 was used° The data from their measurements
are plotted in Figure 3°8 (Section 3o3_2) along with similar results and
again, further discussion will be deferred until the other pertinent
investigations (24, 27, 28) have been reviewed_ But assuming that
the error introduced by using equation 3o13 is not great, it may be
concluded (19) that the effect of Mach number on heat transfer data is
not significant when plotted in the indicated manner (St/Sto vso F/Sto).
A further surprising conclusion of. their investi.gat_onwas that a
pressure gradient does.not.s_gnificantly affect the resu_tso Thus
the.heat transfer results of.Romanenko and KhaRchenko may be,generalized
to any.Mach.numberor pressuregradient wSthout.serioserroro On the
(3,13)
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other hand, the skin friction results were considerably influenced by
both the aforementioned parameters° The authors (!9)present a
detailed method for detemining the skin friction coefficient for flow
with a pressure gradient and thus it shall not be reviewed here,
Bartle and Leadon The number of experimental investigations
specifically concerned with the combined effects of heat and mass transfer
which can be compared with the theories presented in Chapter 2 are limited°
Bartle and Leadon (28) conducted what is believed to be one of the more
accurate experiments involving boundary layer measurements° Earlier
experiments by Leadon and Scott (67) were of an exploratory nature and
tended to verify the then existing theories of References 4, 15, and
63, The objective of the investigation of Battle and Leadon was to
supplement the data of the former report (28) with more exact measurements
to attempt to discern any discrepancies which m_y exist between theory
and experimento Their interest then was in the reduction of heat transfer
achieved with gas injection into a compressible turbulent boundary l_yer,
The test section was formed by sintering 5 microinch stainless
steel powder into a 5°5 ino x 16 ino porous plate and it was used as
the bottom plate of a wind tunnel° Themocouples were implanted at a
distance of 0.025 ino from the inside wall for measuring the surface
temperature. An isothermal wall was maintained by varying the rate of
injection along the test section, A variable axial injection rate was
possible by regulating the flow through individual coolant manifolds
supplying successive portions of the porous test section_ Experimentation
to realize the isothermal wall condition indi rated a requi red axial
variation of the injection velocity somewhat greater than Vw_X -0°2, which
is indicated by turbulent boundary layer theory (28)°
I
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To simplify the experiment as much as possible, an attempt was
made to minimize extraneous energy losses to the surroundings due to
radiation from the outer wall and conduction due to lateral and longitudinal
temperature gradients° To this end, the interior surfaces facing the
porous platewere coated with a chem-nickel liner andauxiliary guard heaters
were used to maintain the plate at a uniform temperature°
Experiments were conducted for nitrogen injection into air for a
freestream Mach number of 2°0 and 3°2 and a corresponding mainstream
static temperature of 73°6 F and 42o5 F, respectively° The heat transfer
to the surface was mainly due to viscous dissipation in the boundary
layer and consequently, an accurate evaluation of the recovery and wall
temperatures was an important procedure in determining St or ho
A heat balance identical to the one described in Section 3°2o2
(equation 3°5) was.written for a control volume defined by the porous
plate° It was found that the independent variablewhich minimizes the
effects of Mach number the most significantly is F/Sto, which is in
agreement with other recent work (19, 24, 27, 65)_ The dependent
variables studied by Battle and Leadon were the Stanton number in the
form St/Sto, the recovery factor (r/to), and the design temperature
ratio defined by
Tw To
R -
Tro"_o (3°14)
Their results for Stanton numberfollow the predicted trends indicated
by theory (4, 15, 66)° As for the case of skin friction coefficient, a
significant dependence of the Stanton number ratio (St/Sto) on Mach number
resulted when F/St ° was used as the independent variable° The results
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lie slightly above and below the predictions of Rubesin (4) for Mach
numbers of 3°2 and 200, respectively° The data for the latter (M = 200)
are plotted in Figur_ 3o8° Finally, it was observed that the design
temperature ratio is virtually independent of Mach number as shown in
Figure 3°4o Use of this curve is recommended by the author when the
recovery temperature without blowing is given or can be determined.
Green and Nallo Several experiments on transpiration cooling have
been performed with nozzles having porous inserts at or near the
throat (68, 69)° Unfortunately, the interest has been primarily in
the effects of injection on the heat transfer downstream of the
porous insert° This problem is analogous to that of gaseous film
cooling (70)° The only investigation (unclassified) reported specifically
concerned with the effects of transpiration cooling on the heat transfer
to a nozzle is that of Green. and Nall (42)0
The experimental apparatus consisted of a two dimensional nozzle,
the bottom plate of which was fabricated from sintered stainless steel
plate° Plates having three different values of permeability were employed
in the investigationo The_two dimensionalnozzle_hada constant channel
width of 005 inoand was shaped to a divergence half-angle of 15° and
an expansion ratio of ten° The side walls were fabricated from glass
and quartz crystal to enable ovservation by sparkschlieren-photographyo
Nitrogen was employed as the mainstream fluid and the coolant as
wello Experiments were conducted for two mainstream stagnation temperatures:
500 F anda temperature corresponding to.ambient conditions; mainstream
stagnation pressures ranged from approximately 200 to 400 psiao
I
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The two main objectives of the subject investigation were to study the
effect of injection upon boundary layer separation as it relates to
thrust vector control and _to determine the effects oftranspiration
cooling on the heat transfer to the nozzle wall.. With regard to the
former objective, it was concluded that the point of optimum separation 1
for maximum thrust was approached with an increasing blowing rate° For
the test conditions, the local injection rate parameter F varied from
0°005 to 0.03 at the separation point° Further, it was discovered
that the stagnation temperature did not influence the effectiveness of
the separation significantly° Though this was only a preliminary investigation,
it demonstrated that injection can be used successfully as a means of thrust
vector control if the inlet manifold is compartmented° The latter is
necessitatedby the variable static pressure distribution along the
inner wall surface requiring a similar variation in pressure in the
severalcompartmentso In, the tests conducted in Reference 42, a
deflection of the' exhaust jet of 10° was obtained _for the maximum
injection rate°
The experiments designed to.study the effects of mass transfer
on the rate-of heat transfer:were primarily concerned with the region
upstream of the point of jet detachment° The results demonstrated
that the effectiveness of, transpiration cooling is riot"diminished in the
diverging section of, a nozzle where-a large positive Euler number exists°
In fact, for the range of injection rates employed (0°005 > F > 0°003),
the reduction in heat transfer due to blowing was greater than one order
of magnitude° The Stanton number ratio (St/Sto) was foundto decrease
I
Point along the wall where the static pressure equals one atmosphere (42)
lm
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from loO to 0_2 for an increase in the dimensionless blowing rate
(F/St o) from zero to 3°0 while fora blowing rate change from
3°0 to I0o0, the Stanton number ratio decreased from only 0°2 to
approximately_Oc04o These results are also only preliminary since
insufficientmeasurements were made to calculate the heat transfer
without the assistance ofRubesin_s (4) equat_ons_
Danber 9 One of the most recent- and significant contributions to
existing data in the area of transpiration cooling is that due to
Danberg (24}o In addition to obtaining data for skin friction and
heat transfer reductions due to transpiration cooling, he accomplished
the following: (I) verified the Reynolds analogy for the case of mass
injection; (2) studied and illustrated graphically the effect of
injection on the boundary layer thickness and the velocity and temperature
profiles; and(3) extended the existing range of data to'higher Mach numbers°
Tests were conducted ona porous flat plate, Io94_fto long and
0°833 fro wide, in a hypersonic wind tunne_ with a_Mach number of 6o7°
The supply temperature was maintained at 530 F throughout the experiments
while the supply pressue was varied from fifteen to thirty atmospheres°
Boundary layer measurements were made for the velocity and temperature
profiles to facilitate a:comparison of theskin friction and heat transfer
with blowing° The pressure term in the momentum integral equation was
neglected in the calculations because it affected the results by only
1o5 percent whereas the scatter in the dataforselected run conditions
ranged from lO to 15 percent°
The most pertinent result of Danberg°s study was his verification
of the validity of the Reynolds analogy in the presence of mass transfer°
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This is illustrated by Figure 3°5 in which the experimentally determined
Stanton number is plotted against the skin friction coefficient for wall
to freestreamtemperature ratios of 4°5, 5.2 and 7.6° It can be seen
that for the injection of air into_air, Reynoldsanalogy in the form
• cf
St -)-- (3.15)
represents a better approximation-to the data than •themodified Reynolds
analogy due to Colburn, ioe.,
cf (pr)2/3 (3.16)
St =-_Z
Equation 3ol5 was also shown to be a better approximation for the case
of no mass injection.l
Earlier in this section, it may be recalled that Pappas and Okuno
(26) found tha_ the effect of Mach number diminished at hypersonic speeds
and in all cases for F/Cfo = constant, cf/Cfo either decreased slightly
or approached a constant as M was increased above 4o5o Danberg"s results,
as illustrated previously in Figure 3°2, indicatedthat this indeed is
the case. This, in part, explains why there is general agreement of
data for the reduction in heat transferandskin friction for supersonic
I
I
I
It shouldbe emphasized that the choice of the analogy to be employed
can have a pronounced influence on the prediction of the blowing rate
required for a given situationo This is particularly important in
regard to the evaluation of Stoo The sample calculations in Appendix
B illustrate this point.
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Mach numbers. However, for subsonic Mach numbers, discrepancies among
the data still exist° This latter point will be illustrated further
in the section entitled "Comparison of Theory with Experiment."
Brunner The primary objectives of the final investigation {27)
reviewed in this section were threefold: (I) to provide a verification
of the existing transpiration cooling data for the reduction in Stanton
number; (2) to extend that data from a value of F/Sto = 3.0 to F/Sto = I0;
(3) to verify the correlation of Stewart (56) for the reduction in Stanton
number with mass injection (see equation 3.17).
The tests for the determination of heat transfer were performed
on a 20o cone similar to the one used by Pappas and Okuno (26) for
durations of approximately one minute. A heat balance was written
for the model which gave the Stanton number from the experimental measurements.
Nitrogen, helium, and water were used as the coolants, enabling easy cora-
l
parison of the effectiveness of a "heavy gas," a light gas, and water.
The following conditions were maintained during the tests: M = 2.5,
T° = 5600 R, P = II0 psia, and 0.002 < F < 0°060° The conical model was
placed directly in the path of a rocket exhaustwhich had an effective
molecular weight of 25.08_ It was intended that the heat fluxes to the
surface of the cone (estimated at 1500 Btu/sq ft sec) be on the same order
of magnitude as those encountered by an actual reentry vehicle. The authors
(27) noted that without cooling, the model would have been destroyed in
less than a second and even with ablation, it is believed that it would have
lasted only ten seconds.
I
I
Although not explicity stated in the paper (27), when water was employed
as a coolant the flow rates were regulated such that evaporation of the
water did not occur within the porous material. The phase change for the
water occurred at or above the porous surface (g5).
i
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The heat transfer results of Brunner (27) for transpiration cooling
with helium, nitrogen, and water have been reasonably well correlated
as shown in Figure 3°6 The figure is plotted in the dimensionless manner
recommended by Stewart (56) and with these coordinates, the data points
for the three coolants are reasonably well represented by the same curve°
The results are represented by Stewart_s equation
st 2 /Sto)-3st--o:(I+ rc_ (3o17)
to within olO percent° Brunnersuggestedthatthe slight error is
due to the difference in environments between that for which equation
3,17 was intended (air) and the combustion gases used in the actual
tests° Fromhis investigation, Brunner concluded that helium is more
effective than water when compared on a pound mass basis_ Nitrogen,
on the other hand, was less effective than water_.1 The tests also
demonstrated that any ofthe aforementionedcoolants provide a feasible
transpiration cooling system for reentry purposes°
3°3°2 Comparison ofTheory with Experiment
Thepurpose of this final section will be to summarize the subject
experimental investigations and to compare the results with theoretical
predictions° Some conclusions shall be made based onthe foregoing
discussion and those areas which require further investigation will
become clear°
See Section 3°3°2 for further discussion and clarification of the
relative effectiveness of light gases and water°
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In Figure 3o7, the effect of injection upon skin friction is
illustratedby comparing the experimental results of References 19,
20, 24, 26, 57, 59, and 64 withthe theoretical predictions of
References 4_ 15, and 18o The results are presented in terms of the
dimensionless groups cf/Cfoand F/Cfo in order to minimize the
influence of the independent parameters (M, Re, Tw/T ®) which differ
because the various tests were not conducted for the same steady state
conditiOnSo The first and most obvious point which should be observed
from such a comparison is that the theoretical predictions do not
indicate anysignificant effect of Mach number upon cf/Cfo whereas
the experimental results exhibit a noticeable influence of the Mach
number° The experimental results of Mickley and Davis (20), Hacker (64),
Romanenko and Kharchenko (19) and Pappas and Okuno (26), for a Mach
number much less than one, _ie below the predictions of Rubesin (4),
Dorrance and Dore (15), and van Driest I (18), for the case of M _ Oo
On the other hand, the experimental results of Tendeland and Okuno (57),
Pappas and Okuno (26), and Danberg (24), for a Mach number greater
than one, liewell above the theoretical predictions (4, 15; 18) for
Mach numbers of the same magnitudeo The analysis of Spalding, eto alo
(5)does not account for the _.nfluence of "M" on cf/Cfo because the
authors were not familiarwith the work of Reference 26 when they
derived their empirical equations° It may be concluded that it appears
that mass injection reduces the skin friction more significantly for
subsonic flow than for supersonic flowo However, due to the controversial
subsonic results of Tewfik (59), the magnitude of this reduction cannot
be accurately estimated until more data are obtained°
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The results of van Driest agree almost exactly with those of Rubesin
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The results for evaluating a_ variables _nf_uencing the heat transfer
in transpiration cooling have been more s_ccessfulo The experimental
results of References 19, 24, 27 and 28 for the' reduction in the Stanton
number ratio with mass addition are presented in Figure 3_8 and compared
with the theoretica_ analyses of References 4 and 18_ Though there is
some scatter in the data, it can be seen that the analyses of Rubesin
and van Driest agrees with the experimental results to within 15 percent°
The analysis of Dorrance and Dore gives a somewhat lower prediction though
it displays the same general trends,
As discussed earlier, it has been shown (14, 19, 26) that gases
having a relatively low molecular weight are more effective coolants
than the "heavier" gases_ Furthermore, the resu3ts of Brunner (27)
indicate that light gases are also more desirable than water_ However,
the experimental data obtained in the laminar flow investigation by
Sparrow, Minkowycz, and Eckert (97) demonstrated _that the foregoing
conclusion may not always be valid_ To clarify this point, it should
be kept in mind that the term "cooling effectiveness" generally refers
to the effect of blowing on reducing the heat transfer to the porous
material; ice_, the effect of b_owing on the temperature and velocity
profiles and the influence of the coolant on the properties of the
boundary layer_ In this context, hydrogen and helium are the most
"effective"° However, the energy capacity of the coolant in flowing
from the reservoir to the point of injection is also an important factor
in determining the coolant flow rate reqQired to maintain a specified
wall temperature_ Consequently, in some cases, itmay be desirable to
take advantage of the added energy capacity afforded by using a liquid
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coolantthat evaporates prior to injection° Preliminary calculations
indicate that the cooling effectiveness of gaseous hydrogen is superior
to that of watereven when the heat of. vaporization of_:the water is taken
into consideration° However, when helium and wateriscompared, calculations
indicate that the flow rate of water required to maintain a wall temperature
between its saturation temperature and approximately lO00 F may be less than
the required flow rate of gaseous helium° The practical difficulties of
using water as a transpiration coolant are serious, but some success
has:been achieved by Evans, Crossland, and Boginski (96)in developing a
controllable system of transpirationwith water°
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4o POROUS MATERIALS
4.1 Desirable Properties
Porous materials have been used or are potentially suitable for
numerous applications, e.g., filtration of impurities in gaseous
or liquid flow systems, distillation and gas absorption in petroleum
refineries, boundary layer control by suction, and transpiration cooling.
Fortunately, the most important design and performance criteria are
basically the same for each of the foregoing applications. All porous
materials presently available possess certain inherent disadvantages
depending upon their structure and physical properties and consequently,
for selection purposes, it is necessary to consider first environmental
factors and then decide what characteristics are the most important.
G1enny (73) made an extensive study of commercially available
materials for gas turbine applications and Debeau (74) made a similar
but less thorough evaluation of materials for boundary layer control.
Hawkins, eto alo (75) investigated porous wall structures for use in
transpiration cooled components in solid propellant rocket motors. On
the basis of these studies the most desirable characteristics of porous
materials for transpiration cooling applications are s_nmarized below°
Permeabilit}, Requirement The permeability of a porous material
may be qualitatively defined as a proportionality factor between the
flow rate per unit area and the pressure gradient across the material o
!02
There are actually two desirable characteristics related to this property:
(I) a minimum permeability must be obtainable without jeopardizing the
structural integrity of the material; and (2) a uniform flow rate must
be possible for any cross-section of the material. The first specification
will be discussed below under the subject heading "Strength Requirement."
The second is particularly critical for the successful application of
liquid transpiration cooling° At points within the material where the
permeability is abnormally low, smaller coolant flow rates will result.
Evaporation of the liquid is then likely to occur before the coolant
reaches the surface with a subsequent "vapor locking" effect and a
further reduction in the local coolant flow rate° The lower rate of
mass injection into the boundary layer will cause the local material
temperature to increase which, in turn, increases the amount of
evaporation; thus, the phenomena becomes self-propagating with dis-
asterous results. Qualitatively then, it can be said that the greater
the homogeneity of the porous structure, the less will be the opportunity
for the foregoing to occur°
Strength Requirement The large stresses imposed by high pressure
rocket engines has proven to be a critical factor in the design of
transpiration cooled systems° The ratio of the permeability to the
porosity I of a porous material has been found (73) to be an important
criterion in assessing its strength° Although, in general, the foregoing
ratio should be as large as possible, the minimum allowable strength of
a material can only be evaluated by considering a particular application.
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Studies have recently been conducted (76, 77, 78) to determine the
required thicknesses of porous nozzle inserts on the basis of the various
strength considerations. It was found that steady state thermal and
mechanical stresses are of equal importance for typical environmental
conditions (2000 F _T® _ 7000 F)_ Since for a given heat flux to the
surface, the temperature difference across a porous material increases
with the thickness, the thermal stresses will likewise increase with
wall thickness° As a consequence, there is an optimum thickness for
a particular app!ication_ The optimum thickness has been determined by
means of a force balance which accounts for both thermal and mechanical
stresses and which employs the von Mises criteria for obtaining the
yield strength of the material (76, 77, 78)°
Critical Pore D.e_nsity The microstructure of a specimen should be
such that the coolant will coalesce upon injection into the hot gas
stream to form a continuous blanket over the porous surface_ The high
cooling efficiency of transpiration cooling is due to two effects - highly
efficient heat transfer from the wall to the coolant as it passes through
the material, and the so-called "blanketing" effect of the coolant over the
surface° Thus, in order to achieve a continuous layer of fluid, the number
of pores per unit surface area shou)d be as large as possible so that the
individual jets of coolant will coalesce upon injection° Reference 47
concludes that materials with a large number of divergent surface pores
per unit area accomplish this end most effectively° However, a very important
m
l
m
m
l
Total volume of voids per total volume of porous material
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limit exists on the minumum pore size since the smaller the average pore
diameter, the greater will be the tendency for the material to be clogged
by impurities in the coolant, causing reduced flow and material failure
due to localized hot spots°
Thermal Shock Requirement Experiments on transpiration cooled
rocket nozzles have been conducted which indicate that the first few
seconds after ignition are critical if damage due to thermal shock of
the porous material is to be avoided° The nozzle material is
instantaneously exposed to a high temperature environment and cracking
is sometimes unavoidable° Attempts to prevent such problems from occurring
have involved the infiltration of tungsten samples with a liquid metal
(76, 77, 78) which at room temperatures, is in the solid state, but which
melts when exposed to typical wall temperatures° The primary objective
of this "porous matrix ''] is to maintain an initial lower temperature
differential by increasing the conductivity of the wall, thus minimizing
the possibility of damage due to thermal shock° An additional advantage
of composite structures is the added strength over that of the porous
material during the initial critical period° Silver and tungsten are
typical materials used as infiltrants. During the transient heating
period, the infiltrant is melted and expelled in the liquid state by
the pressurized coolant contained in the annulus surrounding the porous
insert.
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I
or what is commonly called the supericial velocity (74, 82), or seepage
velocity (80), defined by
m
m Q = -A-
I
I
l
I
(4.1)
The proportionality factor depends on both the porous material
and the fluid° Nutting (80) altered Darcy's solution slightly to
account for the variation in the viscous properties of different fluids
by dividing the constant by'the dynamic viscosity of the fluid° Duwez
andWheeler (45) performed experiments on sintered metal compacts and
verified that this constant, called by some the permeability coefficient,
was not significantly affected by the fluid properties. The slight
m
deviations of the values they obtained were attributed to experimental
error rather than to a di fference in fluids.
m Darcy's equation in modified form is
I Q=Kp dPdy (4.2)
I
i
i
where Kp isthe permeability coefficient and p the dynamic viscosity
of the fluid_ In arriving at equation 4_2, Darcy assumed that the
fol lowing were true for his experl mental investigati on:
(I) the I flow is isothermal
m
m
(2) _ the flow is laminar and steady
(3) the porous media is homogeneous
Rearranging the above form of Darcy's law (4.2) gives the definition
m
I _w -A
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the transition region separating the two is reasonably well defined by
the Reynolds number° However, for flow through porous materials, three
different regimes have been observed and unfortunately, distinct lines
of demarcation do not exist° The explanation usually offered for this
problem is that the transition from one regime to another does not take
place at a definite point but instead, a "mixed" laminar and turbulent
flow occurs (79, 80); ioeo, the flow may be laminar in some regions
of the material and turbulent in others° Physically, the flow pattern
can be interpreted as being a superposition of one regime upon another.
For the above reasons, the mathematical analysis of fluid flow through
porous materials relies heavily on empirical results.
The three regimes encountered in flow through porous materials may
be categorized as follows:
(I) slip or creeping
(2) viscous or laminar
(3) inertial
The flow rates most requently observed in transpiration cooling
experiments have resulted in flow regimes characteristic of types (2)
and (3) and the analysis of both is presented in the following section°
4o2oi Darcy's Law
In 1856, Ho Darcy (81) laid the foundations for the analysis of
fluid flow through porous materials with his now classic experiment on
water seepage through sand filters. He discovered that for the range
of velocities encountered under gravity flow conditions, the pressure
gradient is directly proportional to the mass flow rate per unit area
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or what is commonly calledthe supericial velocity (74, 82), or seepage
velocity (80), defined by
o
m
Q = -_- (4.1)
The proportionality factor depends on both the porous material
and the fluido Nutting (80) altered Darcy's solution slightly to
account for the variation in the viscous properties of different fluids
by dividing the constant bythe dynamic viscosity of the fluid. Duwez
andWheeler (45) performed experiments on sintered metal compacts and
verified that this constant, called by some the permeability coefficient,
was not significantly affected by the fluid properties. The slight
deviations of the valuesthey obtained were attributed to experimental
error ratherthan to a difference in fluids.
Darcy's equation in modified form is
Q=Kp dP
dy (4.2)
where Kp is the permeability coefficient and _ the dynamic viscosity
of the fluid_ In arriving at equation 4_2, Darcy assumed that the
following were true for his experimental investigation:
(I) the flow is isothermal
(2) the flow is laminar and steady
(3) the porous media is homogeneous
Rearranging the above form of Darcy's law (4.2) gives the definition
II Ill I ii
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of permeability coefficient most frequently used (74, 79, 82, 83, 84)
Kp : _d u (4.3)P/dy
The main problemarising out of such an expression for determining
Kp for a particular porous material is that the flow is not always
laminar and consequently, the permeability coefficient will not always
be constant for flow rates_outside the viscous regime° To obtain a valid
expression for the mixed and inertial regime, the equation for Kp must
be modified° This will be described in Section 4.2°2.
Uponintegrating this modified form (2.3) of Darcy's law, Muskat
(79) arrived at a form more useful for experimental work° For isothermal
perfect gas flow, the following relationship was obtained°
Q Kp Pe
= (4.4)
(Pi 2 - Pe2)/L 2 Pep
The "i" and "e" subscripts denote inlet and exit conditions respectively°
For liquids, a similar relationship results
Q Kp Pe
(Pi - Pe)/L _ (4°5)
For ]aminar flow through a given porous media, equation 4.4 wi]] yield
the same value of permeability coefficient for a gas that equation 4.5
will give for a liquid permitting the generalizations of the value
for the permeabil ity coeffi cient.
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4°2.2 EmpiricalCorrelations
Becuase of the inability of accurately describing the irregular
nature of the flow through unconsolidated porous structures , such flow
may never admit to a complete'analytical solution. By examining the
microstructure of a sintered metal, the need for empirical relations can
perhaps be_seen more vividly. The compact is composed of variable
diameter metal spheres and random open and dead end pores preventing
even a statistical approach. This has forced many to resort to a semi-
empirical means. Attempts at analytical solutions for the flow through
the more uniform woven wire' cloth have been comparatively more successful°
But even with _ire cloth, when successive layers are joined together,
pores become easily clogged due to the bonding materialo
Since the analysis due to Green (49, 82) is simple and not limited
to a uniform porous media, it is the most commonly accepted. Nevertheless,
it relies heavily upon the experimental determination of two constantsl
for the predictions of flow rateso Thus, more data is required for any
porous structure manufactured from a new material, by a different
technique, or with a different porosity° This problem led to the solution
by Grootenhuis (85) which also has a limitation for it is restricted to
flow through homogeneous materials with continuous pores°
Solution by Green From 1945 to about 1950, work was conducted at
the California Institute of Technology (42, 43, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49) on
flow through porous materials to elucidate the laws governing such flow.
l
Inertial and viscous resistance factors
II0
The experiments_were performed with sintered compacts of iron, stainless
steel and porex I with porosities ranging from 25 to 60 percent. Flow rates
were obtained in both the laminar and inertial regimes and consequently,
Darcy's law expressed earlier by equation 4°2 was ruled out° The metals
were studied microscopically and were found non-uniform. Attempts at
finding a single characteristic curve for relating flow rate as a function
of pressure drop were futileo
The only feasible approach was dimensional analysis° Neglecting
gravitational effects, Green (49) was able to deduce the relation
2
_ d__PP= constant _ J (4.6)
dy pL3
where J is some function of the parameter "Lpv/_" and "L" is a length
characterizing pore openings° In the viscous region where low flow
rates are observed, this equation reduces to Darcy's law with
j i
and thus
Lpv (4°7)
dP
- _ : constant _ (4o8)
i.eo, the function J is equal to its argument. At high flow rates, it
was shown experimentally (49, 82) that
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. d__P= (constant) {_v__)
dy &.
Ill
(4.9)
and thus
2
[pvj = (-_-1 (4.10)
In the region of transition from laminar to turbulent flow, an
expression for _he net dP/dy can be obtained by adding the right hand
side of equation 4.8 to the right hand side of equation 4°9 if the
singular effects of the regimes can be considered superposable. This
form of the expression has been shown to give a good representation in
the transition regime. Since "L" is a constant fora particular porous
material, it may be absorbedby defining two new constants, _ and B, which
are resistance factors characteristic of the given material. Thus the
final expression, which is valid for any flow rate in the laminar or
inertial regime (49, 79, 82) becomes for a liquid or an incompressible gas
dP
- = _pv + Bpv2 (4.11)
When the velocity is sufficiently low, the second term onthe right hand
side of equation 4oli is negligible compared to the first and the equation
reduces_to Darcy's form-(4:3) for laminar flow. In the inertial regime,
which results at high velocities, thefirstterm may be neglected in
comparison to the second and equation 4oli reduces to the form given
by 4.g.
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Beforeattempting to apply equation 4.11, it must be emphasized
that it is restricted to an incompressible fluid° Since most of the
work in transpiration cooling deals with gases at high pressures, the
effects of compressibility should be (49, 82) accounted for by an additional
term and then the result integrated to obtain a workable expression. A
similar result can be found for liquids by again beginning with equation
4.111 and integrating.
Considering compressible fluids first, Green (49, 82) made the
following additional assumptions: (I) the porous material is composed
of a bundle of constant area capillaries; and (2) the flow is one-dimensional.
With the foregoing model and using equation 4oii, a momentum balance can be
written for the pores as follows
dp + (xuvdy+ Bpv2dy + pvdv = 0 (4.12)
In fact, equation 4o12 is identical with 4o11 except for the last term
on the left hand side which was introduced to account for the change in
momentum due to density gradients° If the coo!ant is assumed to be an
isothermal perfect gas, equation 4o12 becomes
bT dP ÷ c_uQdy + BQ2dy + d( ) : 0 (4o13)
where "b" is defined
Ru
b = mW
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Further modification of equation 4.11 is not necessary for liquids
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Ru is the universal gas constant and W is the molecular weight°
Integrating between the inlet and exit surfaces of the porous material
giyes upon _simp] ifi cati on
Pi 2 l Pi
L-Pe2 - _(2bT_)Q + (B +[- In Fee) {2bT) Q2 (4o14)
Now experimentally, it was found (49) that
1 Pi
e
Thus, the flow rate equation for an isothermal, perfect gas is
pi2 - pe2
L
- _(2bT_)Q + B(ZbT)Q 2 (4o15)
It has been shown (49) that a plot of the pressure difference per unit
length against mass flow rate on a log-loggraph for several porous
materials yields a series of nonparallel curves. This suggests that an
equivalent capillary diameter cannot correlate the dataand, in fact, two
characteristic dimensions- are requiredo
However, if equation 4.11 is nondimensionalized interms of Reynolds
number and friction factor, the data can be forced to fit a single universal
curve for_any porous material (49, 82)° Reynolds number can be interpreted
as the ratio of inertial to viscous forces and an examination of equation
4.15 reveals that the two terms on the right hand side represent those
J
quanti ti eSo
defi ned as
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Thus, an equivalent Reynolds number can arbitrarily be
Re - B pv _ _q (4_16)
where _ represents the characteristic length, B/_: Similarly an effective
friction factor for the pores can be defined in terms of the ratio of
dissipative forces to inertial forces. Thus
(_,p2/L)
cf (4o17)
B 2bTQ2
Using the definitions 4.16 and 4o17, equation 4o15 can be rearranged to
give
2
+ 2 (4o18)
cf- Re x
where the quantity 2/Re>_ is the contribution to the friction factor due
to inertial forces and "2" the contribution due to viscous forces° Equation
4.18 is a good approximation for a Reynolds number less than I0-l but
because the logarithmic term was dropped from equation 414, considerable
error is incurred beyond this region.
It is imperative to recognize that though equation 4o18 represents
a universal curve of friction factor as a function of Reynolds number
similar to Moody's curve for pipe flow, its usefulness is severely limited°
The "constants" _ and B are not universal constants but depend on many
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material properties such as porosity, surface roughness, number of "dead"
end pores, ioeo, the geometry of the material, and they must be determined
experimentally° Whether the viscous and inertial coefficients (_, B)
are limited in their dependence to the aforementioned characteristics
of the porous media is sti1| an unanswered question° Green studied
•the problem experimentally and concluded that _ and B are virtually
independent of the fluid properties, but this data was not extensive.
Greenberg and Weger (83) conducted a more recent study of the effects
of changing selected fluid and porous material properties on _ and Bo
The results of this study are listed belowo
(I) Up to 2000 psi, the resistance coefficients for a given porous
material are virtually independent of pressureo
(2) The viscous coefficient (e) decreases with increasing temperature°
(3) The greater the surface roughness of the individual particles
forming the porous material, the greater the change in permeability with
temperature°
Extensive research is still required to assess the variations of viscous
resistance with temperature°
Many investigators (74, 56, 82, 83) do not believe that the inertial
resistance term is due to the onset of turbulence as originally proposed
by Fancher and Lewis (86)° Green concurs withBakmeteff and Feodoroff
(87) that at high flow rates (Reynolds number greater than 1), the
anomalous increase in resistance to flow is due to the continuous
expansion and contraction of fluid through the pores causing separation
and eddy formation° Other mechanisms have been proposed for the deviations
from Darcy's law but the above is the most commonly accepted°
!16
Returning again to equation 4,!I, it is somewhat easier to integrate
that expression for the flow of a !iquid_ For with the hypothesis (82)
that all variables including density, velocity and viscosity are constant
except for pressure and distance y, the equation becomes a linear,
first order differentia! equation in P and y, giving upon integration
- 2
the foregoing assumption of constant velocity again theoretically
restricts the pores to constant area capillaries_ Thus, compatible
equations are obtained for the flow of both a gas (equation 4_15) and a
liquid (equation 4_!9)o Brunner I (27) demonstrated the use of these
equations and found that the resistance coefficients for a gas can be
used for a liquid and vice-versa_
Solution bj_Grootenhuis The solution due to Grootenhuis (85) for
gas flow is restricted to more uniform materials and consequently, is less
applicable than Green's, Experiments were performed on sintered gauze
packs manufactured from phosphur bronze wire_ Because these packs had
continuous pores, the analysis permitted the introduction of a characteristic
dimension, called the hydraulic diameter, which could be determined as
a function of the wire diameter and material structure_ As a consequence,
a more useful correlation resulted, the main advantage being the elimination
for the need of empirical resistance coefficients_
The fol!owing assumptions were made:
His experimental work on transpiration cooling was reviewed in Chapter 3
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{1) The pressure drop is due solely to frictional effects and the
change in momentum of the fluid entering and leaving°
(2) The shear stress at any point along the porous surface is the
same o
(3) The fluid enters the media with a unifom normal (y) component
of velocity,
(4) The flow is one-dimensional and isothemalo
(5) The fluid is a perfect gaSo
A Further basic assumption made, though not stated explicitly
by Grootenhuis, was that the flow through porous materials can be
related in terms of friction factor and Reynolds number; in fact,
it will be seen that this is the whole basis of his derivation,
Beginning with the definitions
R
cf =
pv 2
pvd e
Red -
where R is the frictional force per unit surface area of passage exposed
to flow and de the hydraulic mean diameter, the momentum equation expressed
by
change in momentum = wall shear force + pressure force becomes for
a differential length dy and cross-sectional area "A"
@v BP
pvA_-_dy = - Rcdy - A _-_dy
(4°20)
m
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The parameter "c" is the perimeter of a square passage.
the above relation gives
Upon integrating,
Pi2 _ pe2 cL p
2p i R (--_)....Pi
Q2 Pi
-- 1 (4,21)
Grootenhuis discovered, like Green, that the last term on the right
hand side of equation 4.21 was negligible and thus the equation can be
simplified to the form
oi (Pi2 - Pe2) l
R =
p 2P i
(4.22)
where the quantity cL/A has been replaced by its definition "a"
(the surface area of an internal passage per unit total of frontal
cross-sectional area). For incompressible fluids, equation 4°22 can
be reduced to
R : _P- (4,23)
a
if the pressure differential Pi " Pe is sufficiently low.
When the specific frictional force "R" is substituted into the
friction factor" expressior: (4_22), the only variable remaining thac
depends on the porous structure is the hydraulic diameter, ioeo, the
ratio of cross-sectional open to flow to the total cross_sectional
area per unit length° By considering the geometrical structure, the
hydraulic diameter can be related to porosity, wire diameter, and mesh
per unit width_
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Grootenhuis analyzed these form factors and arrived at the
fol 1owl ng:
(I) friction factor
(i) compressible flow
(Pi2- Pe2) Pidw 2
cf =
8 Pi Q2L (l-w)
(4.24)
(ii) incompressible flow
_P Pi dw2
cf=
4 Q2 L (l-w)
(4o25)
(2) Reynolds number
Qde
Red - uw (4_26)
where
d = wire diameter
L = length of pore
w = porosity
Plotting friction factor against Reynolds number, he obtained a
universal curve valid for any porous material of uniform construction
and square pores. Fitting an equation to the curve he found
-0_203
log cf = Io75 (Red) -1.76 (4o27)
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Experiments were conductedfor air flow only, but by recalling the
results of Green, it may be assumedthat equation 4.27 maybe generalized
to all fluids° The range of Reynolds numbers for which equation 4.27 is
valid is
O°l < Red < 5000
Thus, it may be used in both the viscous and inertial regimeso It is
interesting to note that although equations 4.18 and 4.27 cannot be
easily compared due to the different characteristic lengths employed,
the two curves display the same trend when plotted on a log-log graph°
4°3 Reduced Flow Rates
One of the primary reasons transpiration cooling has not been used
in actual rocket vehicles is due to the erratic and irreproducible
coolant flow rates_ Anomalous flows have been observed in virtually
all work performed with porous materials and the causes have never
been completely explained. Since the mass flow rate:in transpiration
cooling issocritical, small perturbations in'the flow rate can result
in complete failure ofthe cooling systemo Experiments have shown that
liquids are much harder to control than gases°
The basic reasons for low permeability are known but separating
the various causes quantitatively so that surface temperatures can be
adequately predicted has proven impossible° The problem arises from
the fact that the causes of_low permeability can exist simultaneously and
they all tend to reduce mass flow rate° The problems relating to lower mass
flow rates are outlined below.
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4_3ol Clogging of Pores
Engineers who have experimented with transpi ration- cooling models
generally attribute a decrease in flow rate with time (all other conditions
being the same) tothe clogging of pores with impurities in the coolant.
In addition to serving as an injector, the porous material unfortunately
acts as a filter bynmoving most of the impurities from the fluido As
discussed in Section 4ol, it is desirable for the material to have
small pores for'more efficient operation but, to minimize clogging,
large pores are preferable° Thus an optimum size must be found so that
clogging is avoided and the wall jets coalesce immediately after injection°
For the above reasons,-the coolant should be filtered before reaching the
injectorto remove as much of theforeign matter as possible. Generally
all particleswith-diameters greater than the minimum pore diameter
should be filtered out°
Filtering is particularly a-problem for gas turbine operation
where atmospheric air is used as the coolant° Overindustrial areas,
the atmosphere contains large amounts of carbon siliceous materials and
pollen° Thus, in addition to continuous fiItering of the coolant, the
porous mass should bepurged after extended use by periodically reversing
the flowo
Another form of blocking is due to deposition ontheexternal porous
surface° For example, in solid propellant rocketsor in gas turbine
operation in which a heavy fuel oil is burned, solid and liquid particles
contained in the gas stream readily adhere to the bounding surface.
Grootenhuis (2) found that, contrary to what many anticipated, this is
not cri tical i f transpi ration cool ing is used° He exposed two cylinders
I
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totheproducts of fuel oil combustion for 150 hourso One cylinder
was constructed of stainless steel sheet while the other
was made from a permeable material° The latter was cooled so that it
had the samesurface temperature of lO00 F as the solid sheet° He
discovered that the solid steel:surface had collectedconsiderable scale
while the porous materialremained clean° The only observable change
to the porous surface was aslight discoloring°
4_3o2 Two Phase Flow
Two phase flow in transpiration cooling invariably occurs when
liquids are used as the coolant because gases are always present to
some degree. Gases not in solution with the coolant may be due to one
of two causes -- either they can be entrained in the liquid or vaporization
can take place within the pores° Most of the experimental work with
two phaseflowhas been concerned with entrained and"dissolved gases; few
tests have dealt with_liquid boiling in capillaries° In-either case,
the gas causes what is commonly known as "vapor locking" of the pores with
reduced flow rates as an inevitable consequence°
Eisenklam (89, 90) conducted an extensive three part survey
on the retardation of liquid flow rates in porous materials° His primary
objective was to evaluate the effect of entrained anddissolved gases on
coolant flow_under both steady stareand transientstarting conditions°
Carbon dioxide and airwere dissolved in both kerosene andwater coolants,
and steel, bronze and glass were usedas the porous material° The glass
was included so that the flow could be observed visuallyo The pressure
gradients were varied up to a maximum of eighty psi perinch but unfortunately
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the tests were performed under isothermal conditions, the temperature
being atmospheric° Nevertheless, the flow was two phase and to a degree,
simulates conditions similar to those when boiling occurs within the
materialo
Part I of Eisenklam's report presents experimental evidence of the
erratic flow rates frequently:observedfor liquids° Part II, which is
the major and most important contribution of his work, discusses the
effect of gases dissolved or entrained in the liquido Thus his
investigation must be considered pertinent since two phase flow for
transpiration cooled surfaces can result from entrainment of gases during
pumping, high negative pressure gradients through the porous material,
or nucleation due to high temperatures.
Before summarizing the results of his study, some terminology must
be reviewed togain some familarization with the subject. Eisenklam
(91) used the phrase "dead fluid flow rate" to define the flow rate
occurring under conditions when no gases are entrained in the liquid and
thus a maximum permeability is realized° By moisture content, he meant
the percentage of liquid contained in the pore spaces of a permeable
mass° Relative permeability of a liquid was defined as the ratio of
'hermeability for a liquid entrained with gas" to the "dead fluid flow
rate°" This quantity is usually expressed as a percent°
It was discovered that the relative permeability depended upon the
initial condition of the porous mass° For a plate which is flooded with
the coolant before the flow begins, the length of the transient period
before the steady state flow rate is obtained is a minimum° To obtain
1
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the highest or dead fluid flow rate with no initial transient period,
the gas concentrationin the liquid coolant must be less than that corresponding
to saturation conditions at exito On the other hand, for the flow of super-
saturated fluids, a steady but lower mass flow results because of the blocking
of pores by entrained gases°
Tests were also conducted on permeable plates which were initially
dry, ioeo,did not contain any coolant and as predicted, the length of
the transient period was lesso The saturated liquid was again superior
as it dissolved the gases contained within the dry mass and removed them
almost immediatelyo A lO0 percent relative permeability was achieved
in the steady state portion of the experimento For kerosene, the
transient timewas negligible while for water, a constant flow rate
was realized after fifty secondsof run timeo In contrast, with liquids
supersaturated with gas, a constant maximum permeability was possible but
the initialperiod was twice as Iongo Thus forwater, the transient
period wouldrequire a hundred seconds°
From the data obtained, Eisenklam plotted moisture content against
relative permeability and he discovered that the carve drops abruptly
at first° For example, ardecrease-in moisture content of lO percent
for water lowered the permeability by 68 percent° As expected there is
a minimum or critical content at which liquids will cease to flowo Also,
it was concluded that the permeability is influenced not only by moisture
content by also by pore structure and surface wettabilityo
Obviously, the only manner in which retarded flow rates can be
completely eliminated is by maintaining the liquidat a saturated or
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undersaturated condition and the porous medium flooded. Quantitative
prediction of flow rates has met with little success due to a dearth
of experimental data, A qualitative understanding of reduced flows
exists but until correlations are obtained, prediction of mass flow
rates will be impossible.
4°4 Comparison of Commercially Available Materials
On the basis of the most desirable properties discussed in
Section 4.1, the materials available today will be compared. It will
be seen that no material presently available meets all specifications
but a couple are considered to be potential candidates for transpiration
cool i ng appl i cations.
Glenny (73) made the most extensive survey of porous materials to
date. His work was performed at the National GasTurbine Establishment
in England and though he had gas turbines specifically in mind, his survey
pertains toany application of transpiration cooling; for he had not only
considered the cooling of blades, but flame tubes and inlet ducting.
The permeable materials considered by Glenny can be categorized
as follows:
(1) permeable materials prepated by the sintering of powders
(2) perforated sheet
(3) woven wire cloth
(4) sheet prepared by metal spraying
(5) permeable ceramics
(6) wire wool
126
Although all six types were mentioned in his report, only the first
three were thought to be adequate by him° Those three will be discussed
bel OWo
Sintered.metals There are essentially two ways of preparing sintered
porous material from metallic powders° One method, developed by Duwez in
1945 (48)_ involves the addition of an agent such as ammonium bicarbonate
to the powder mixture° This agent decomposes at high temperatures and
sublimes into the gaseous phase; thus after the material is compacted
at pressures up to 80,000 psi, it is sintered and the additive escapes
as a gas, forming pores as it leaves° The material shrinks during
sintering closing some of the pores but enough remain open to meet the
specified permeability° By varying the amount ofpore producing agent,
the porosity, permeability and mechanical strength can be altered though
not necessarily independently° For a zero to 15 percent addition of ammonium
bicarbonate, an 18 to 52 percent change in porosity can be obtained° For
that reason, this method is usually preferred° The other alternative
requires more discrimination in the selection of the powder so that
the desired void space will exist after packing in the mould (88)°
Lenel, Reddy and Reen (84) did extensive work at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute on sintered metals and found that the method
of manufacture does not significantly alter the permeability-mechanical
strength ratio° The limitations on the size of sheet that can be produced
by thesetechniques are the sintering furnace and pressing tool or mould°
To form a hollow cylindrical material from a porous sheet, it is common
to proceed by cutting _a number of rings from flatsheet and to assemble
them by any oneof a number of techniques such as brazing, welding or tie rods°
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These methods are particularly preferable when the cylinder desired is
less than 6 ino in diameter for cracking normally occurs if sheet rolling
is attempted°
When transpiration cooling was first investigated, sintered compacts
were the only porous material used; but because of its low strength and
poor permeability characteristics, it is less desirable than woven
wire and perforated materialso The only advantages are a high cooling
efficiency and good rigidity, the latter being a property not easily
realized with woven wire cloth. Glenny (73) found that sintered bronze
compacts gave a better cooling efficiency than any other material°
It is believed (73) that porous metal compacts made from traditional
powder metallurgical techniques will never have a practical use because
at high temperatures in rocket motor environments, impermeable refractory
metals possess higher strength and ductility°
Perforated Sheet As with the powder metallurgy, there are two
ways of manufacturing perforated sheet° The most ovbious way of course
is by drilling holes° The approximate diameter of the minimum size which
can be drilled in stainless steel sheet is 0°026 ino (71)o This dimension
of course depends upon the thickness of the sheet° Using the foregoing
hole size, about four holes per inch would be all that would be necessary
to obtain a typical permeability for adequate cooling° With such a
distribution, the wall jets would not coalesce and the cooling efficiency
would be extremely Iowo
An alternate method is the one preferred and the one actually
used in experiments° By a process called electroforming, a hole
I
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distribution of 300 per inch is realized with uniformpermeabilityo The
required hole' size is obtained by deposition of metal onto a square grid
matrix of interwoven wireSo The material can be manufactured in both
cylindrical and flat sheet form° The electroformed sheet has the same
strength, characteristics as the drilled sheet-with the added advantage
of a superior hole distributiono Glenny found that the tensile strength
of perforatedsheet was a function of the aperture area densityo On one
sheet, a tensile strength of 44,000 psi and a 30 percent elongation was
obtained° The ductility of electroformed sheet issuperior to the
sintered stainless steel°
Woven Wire Cloth For approximately the last ten years, woven wire
cloth has been preferred over the aforementioned varieties of porous
material because of better characteristics in virtually every respect°
The cloth-manufactured with trade names of Poroloy I and Rigimesh 2 have
become commonly.accepted as two .of -the best materials avai Iable today o
Basically there are three ways wovenwire cloth can be constructedo
Glenny classified these methods as plain, twilled, and Hollander° The
first or plain weave is loom woven from strands of wire of constant
thickness° The strands are interwoven at right angles with an over-
under type pattern° The twilledweave is similar but instead of crossing
alternately over and under, each wire crosses over two wires running
perpendicular to it then under two° The twilled cloth is preferred over
Manufactured by Porology Equipment Col; Pocoima, California
Manufactured by Aircraft Porous Media COo ; Glen Cove, New York
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the plain because heavier gauge wire may be used, offering added strength°
The Hollander cloth is constructed from both heavy warp waires and thin
weft wire° The warp wire is spaced at regular intervals while the weft
is woven with no spacing between adjacent strands. The pattern can be
either plain or twilled°
The cloth from any pattern can be strengthened by joining two or
more together, one on top the next° Successive plies are oriented so
that their axis of symmetry is turned 450 to the preceding ply which
diminshes chance of aperture blocking, The sheets can be bonded together
by sintering or copper brazing in a furnace° The resulting material is
called multiply sheet°
The metal for these sheets is usually phosphor bronze, monel
(68 percent nickel, 29 percent copper, Io5 percent iron, and l percent
manganese) and stainless steel° The sheet has the same corrosion and
heat conductivity as the material from which the ply is constructed°
One of the ostensible advantages of the woven wire gauze is that
no limits exist on size° The tensile strength is also excellent,
Hollander cloth possessing a higher strength in the direction of the
weft wires than any othermaterial. The only disadvantage of wire
cloth-is its inherent lack of rigidity. This though can be improved by
using thick multiply cloth or a very porous rib as a support°
I
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5° CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
From the foregoing discussion of the literature on or related to
transpiration cooling, the following conclusions have been drawn°
(I) The numerous theoretical analyses for predictingthe influence of
mass injection on the heat transfer and skin friction coefficients have
exhibited qualitative agreement with the trends indicated by experimental
data but there is no theory which adequately accounts for the influence
of all variables of importance° The disagreementcanbeattributed to:
(a) inherent limitations of necessarily simplified theoretical
analyses; and
(b) the limitedaccuracy and scope of existing experimental datao
(2) The semi-empirical analysis of Spalding, eto alo (5) provides the
most readily applied method for predicting the reduction in heat transfer
or skin friction due to mass injectiono In view of the fact that this
analysis is based upon and representative of the majority of the existing
experimental data, the use or development of more refined theoretical
analysesis notwarranted at this time° The predictions obtained from
this analysis:are are as accurate (ormore so) thanthose obtainable
from any otherexisting theories°
(3)_ The theoretical analysis of Rubesin and Pappas (14), as well as
that of Spalding, eto al_ (5), and the experimental data of Brunner (27)
and Romanenko and Kharchenko (19) demonstrate the superior cooling
effectiveness of gases with low molecular weights'over those with higher
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molecular weights° However, if the added energy capacity of a liquid
(heat of vaporization) is included, the overall cooling effectiveness of
a liquid such as water may be superior to thatofa light gas such as
hel iumo
(4) If the experimental data for the Stanton number andthe skin friction
coefficient are presented-in terms of the;ratios St/St o and cf/Cfo as a
function of the dimensionless_blowing rate parameter (F/Cfo or F/St o),
then the influence of the independent variables, Re= and Tw/T =, and
the flow geometry (flat plate, cone, etco) is satifactorily eliminated
from those correlations° However, the influence of" the Mach number on
the reduction of St. and" c:f"has" not'been- adequately establ ished_ It can
be concluded' though' that" the'effect of' Mach' number' on St/St o is less
signi flCant _than" its -effect; on. cf/Cfo o
(5) In regard'to the" foregoingconclusion, at high sQpersonic Mach
numbers (2 _M < 7), the influenceofMach-number'on _St/St0 or cf/Cfo has
beenobserved to beminorand the correlation of Spalding, eto alo (5)
as well as the theories of van Driest (18) and Rubesin (4) are in good
agreement with existing datao On the other hand, there is considerable
disagreement among the data regarding the influence of Mach number in
the low supersonic and subsonic regimes;-theresults_ofTewfik (59)
indicate a negligible influenceof Mach number on-cf while the data
of Mickley and Davis (20), Pappas and Okuno (26), Hacker (64), and
Romanenko and Kharchenko (Ig) exhibit a pronounced influence of Mach
number.
(6) The effects of a free stream pressure gradient_onskin friction and
I
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heat transfer have been evaluated experimentally by Romanenko and
Kharchenko (19)_ Again, though a significant influence of a moderate
longitudinal pressure gradient on the skin friction ratio was demonstrated,
it has only a negligible influence on the relative reduction in Stanton
number°
(7) The effectiveness: and potential use of transpiration cooling has
been well established by the work which has preceded this reporto However,
the practical application of transpiration for rocket motor cooling
has been for the most part, unsuccessful todate0 The difficulties,
which are in general related to the use of porous materials, may be
summarized as follows:
(a) The theories which have been derived for the prediction of
flow rates through porous materials are severely limited by the
assumptions involved in_ the analyses, and furthermore, experimental
testing ofa given specimen is required for determining the empirical
flow coefficients°
(b) The establishment and maintenance of a predetermined coolant
flow rate is, inmost cases, extremely difficult due to nonuniformities
in porosity introduced by the manufacturing process (see conclusion
(7) (c)), pore blocking by impurities contained inthe coolant, and the
"vapor locking" effect encountered with liquid coolants° Each of the
aforementioned problems can be sufficient cause for localized reductions
in mass flow rate and hot spots that subsequently lead to excessive wall
temperatures and catastrophic failure of the cooling system°
(c) One of the major problems related to the use of porous
materials is the manufacturing of unusual shapes (ioeo, rocket nozzles
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and nose cones). Since a pressure gradient'will_exist 'along the exposed
surface of the material for most practical applications of transpiration
cooling, a_specific permeability distribution is required to obtain a
uniform mass injection rate° "If_this distrbution is not obtained, then
failure of the system is likely to occur°
(8) Of the commercially available porous materials, woven wire cloth
(eog., Rigimesh and Poroloy) appears to be the most desirable from the
standpoint of its relatively: high strength- characteristi cs and its
ability to be fabricated_into cylindrical shapes°
The following recommendations are also offered'on the basis of the
foregoing discussion.
(1) Since, ingeneral, the various theories for transpiration cooling
and flow through porous materials have reached the point where further
refinements are :only possible if more precise data become available,
it is suggested that future work be primarily of an experimental nature°
Additional data obtained by means of boundary layer measurements under
closely controlled and well defined conditions would always be of value
in establishing (or verifying)the dependence of theskin friction and
heat transfer coefficients upon the blowing rate and other variables of
importance° It is recommended that future work be concentrated on the
fol lowing:
(a) Determine the effect of Mach'number (particularly in the
subsonic and low supersonic regimes) on the functional relationship
between the skin friction or heat transfer coefficients and the blowing
rate o
(b) Experimentally determine the effects of severe negative pressure
134
gradients (typical of-nozzle flows) on the heattransfer_with blowing
to establish the range of validity of thefindingsof Romanenko and
Kharchenko (19)and to access thecapabilities of the theoretical analyses
(4, 5, 15, 18) for predicting those effects°
(c) Determine the infTuence of the properties ofthefreestream
upon the correlations ,for cf/Cfo and St/St o in view of the preliminary
indications (27, 56) that such influence may notbe adequately accounted
for in a correlation such as proposed by Stewart (56)0
(d) Investigate further the feasibility of using water as a coolant
in view of its desirable volumetric and containment storage'characteristiCSo
(2) In conjunction"with the preceding recommendation, it is suggested
that the equationsdue to Spalding, eto al"o (5) be used to tabulate the
necessary functions for predicting injection rates for free stream gases
other than' air and for additional' coolants such as watero
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APPENDIX A
NOTATION
internal surface area of a pore perunit total of frontal
cross-sectional area
total cross-sectional area
denotes a function (equation 3.13)
free demensionless parameter
constants in equation 2.43
driving force for heat transfer = F/St
driving force for mass transfer = _u./t w
perimeter of square pore
local skin fricition coefficient
average skin friction coefficient
specific heat at constant pressure
tube diameter
hydraulic mean diameter
molecular diffusion coefficient for binary diffusion
a constant in equation 2.67
mass fraction of foreigngas
blowing rate = (pV)J(pU)m
denotes a function (equation 2.66)
denotes a+function (equation 2.66)
denotes a function (equation 2.66)
I
hJ
k
K
Kp
L
Lp
M
Nu
P
Pr
pr _
Pr*
q
Q
r
R
ReL
Re
Ru
Sc
Sc s
St
Sto
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heat transfer coefficient
denotes a function (equation 4o6)
thermal conductivity
mixing length constant
permeabi Iity coeffi cient
characteristic length
Prandt_s mixing length
Mach number
Nusseltnumber = hL/k
static pressure
Prandtl number = CpU/k
turbulent Prandtl number : CMCp/Ek
equivalent Prandtl number : CpcU®/k
heat transfer per unit area
superficial velocity of coolant through porous material
recovery factor
frictional •force per unit surface-area of passage exposed
to flow
Reynolds number : u®L/p®
Reynolds number per unit length
universal gas constant
Schm_dt number : _/(PDl2 ).
turbulent Schmidt number - Cv/(p Cd )
Stanton number for heat transfer = h/(p® u® Cp)
St evaluated in the absence of mass transfer
m
i
i
i
i
i
i
m
I
m
m
m
m
m
m
i
l
m
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
T
Tr
T°
U
+
U
U*
W
X
Y
+
Y
Z
Greek
Ek
cM
6
g*
G
¢
P
II
v
T
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static temperature
recovery temperature
stagnation temperature
streamwise component of velocity
demensionless velocity (equation 2.32)
friction velocity = (Zw/pw) 0.5
molecular weight
distance downstream measured from leading edge
distance normal to the wall
demensionless distance from the wall (equation 2.32)
velocity ratio = u/u
resistance coeffi cients _of a porous material
eddy thermal conductivity
eddy viscosity
turbulent boundary layer thickness
displacement thickness
momentum thi ckness
energy defect of boundary layer
dens ity
dynamic viscosity
kinematic viscosity
shear stress
Subscripts
0
l
i
e
W
a
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coolant reservoir condition
denotes light gas
inlet conditions
exit condi tions
inner wall (exposed to flow)
mainstream condition
evaluated at sublayer interface with turbulent boundary
layer
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
The calculations presented below are included to i11ustrate the
determination of the following: (I) the mass flow rate required to
cool a surface to atypical wall temperature according to the predictions
of Rannie (3), Rubesin (4), Spalding, Auslander, and Sundarum (5), and
Bartle and Leadon (28); and(2) the change in the mass flow rate which
would be necessary to cooi the surface to the same temperature if a
different freestream temperature were specified.
The following conditions are given:
flow geometry: flat plate
' coolant: air
freestream gas: air
M=O.3
Rex = IxlO7
P = I000 psia
TO = 70 F
Tw = 2000 R
First, the mass flow rate necessary tocool a surface to a temprature
of 2000_Rfora freestrean statictemperature of 3000 R will be determined.
Ranni e's Soluti on
The final equation obtained from Rannie's analysis is:
148
T - Tw
:= I -
T - TO
exp (-37 Pr F ReO°l)
l + (1.18 ReO'l - l) (l - exp (-37 F ReO'l))
The above equation must be solved using a trial and error solution;
therefore, assume F = 0.63xi0 "3. Substituting the appropriate values
into Rannie's equation gives
3000 - 2000
3000 - 530
?
0.040 = I -
- O.404
expI,37xOo765xO.63xlO-3xlO 0"7)
l + (I.18(I00"7) -I) (l-exp(-37xO.63xlO-3xlO 0"7) )
I
I
I
0.404 = 0.404
Thus
F = 0.63xi0 "3
Rubesin's Solution
The solution due to Rubesin is also simple to employ since the resulting
equations of his analysis have been solved and plotted graphically. However,
a trial and error'solution is required again.
From Figures 4 and _I0 in Reference 4, Sto = 1.5xlO -3 and r _ 0.93
for Rex = 1x107° Using _the estimated value of recovery factor, the
recovery temperature can be found as follows:
I
I
I
I
2
ru
Tr : T'+ 2--_-_ I
I I
i
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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where
u® = M (y Ru T/W) 0"5
= 0,3 (1_4x53.3x32.2x3000) 0"5 = 806 fps
T r = 3000 +
0.93x8062
2xO; 297x778x32.2
= 3041 R
The definition of the Stanton number is
F (Tw - To)St-
(Tr - Tw)
Assume F = 0.84xi0 -3
St - 0"84x10-3(2000 " 530)
(304] - 2000) = 1.185x10 -3
St : 1.185x10 -3
St° 1.5x10_3 : 0.79
F _ 0.84x10 -3
Sto 1.5x]O -3
= 0.56
From Figure II in Reference 28, St/St o = 0.79 when F/Sto = 0.56.
Thus
F = 0.84x10 -3
Spalding, Auslander, andSundarum's Solution .....
The procedure for calculating the mass transfer rate was outlined
in Chapter 2 and is illustrated below. The driving force for heat transfer
(Bh) mustbe calculated first.
150
Bh
= Cp®(T® - Tw) + r u_/2
Cpc(Tw - To)
Assume r : 0.89.
Bh O.293x778x32.2 13000 - 2000) + 0.89x8062/2
: O.277x778x32.2 (2000 - 530)
= 0.756
To verify the assumed value of the recovery factor, the equation (5)
r = (Pr)0"33 (l + Bh) -0.04
is used. Thus
r = (0.765) 0.33 (l + 0.756) -0.04 = 0.89
Knowing Bh, the driving force for mass transfer can be determined.
Bu = (pr) -0.67 Bh
= (0.765) -0.67 (0.756): 0.905
The function Fc is taken directly from Table 2(a) for Bu =0.905,
M = 0.3, and Tw/T" = 0.67. Thus
Fc = 1.067
I
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I
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_= (1 + Bu)-0"5
FRx = _w Fc
3.69xi0 -5 (I + 0.0.905) -0"5
= = 0.836
3x10-5xl.067
FRx Rex = 0.836xi07 = 8.36x106
From Table 3 in Reference 5, for FRx Rex = 8.36xi06,
cf Fc _
- 1.27xi0 -3
cf 1.27xi0-3
2 1.067
- 1.19x10 "3
P W
p= _ ® 1000x144
- = 0.9 lb/cu ft
Ru T 53.3x3000
F = Bu cf/2 = O.905x1.19xlO -3 = 1.07
Bartle and Leadon's Solution
Thedesign temperature ratiofunction, determined experimentally by
Bartle and Leadon, can be usedto obtain the desired wall temperature.
The function is plotted in Figure 3.4 and the appropriate_equation for
that curve is
R ._
Tw - TO
Tro - Tw
= (l + F/3 Sto)-3
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It wasshown earlier that Tro = 3041o Thus
2000- 530
R = 304'I 530
- 0.586
F 3
= -3
3
= - 3:0.58
(0.586) 0.33
From the solution due to Rubesin, St = 1.5xlO -3. Thus
0
F = 0.58 St o = O.58xl.5xlO -3 = 0.87xi0 -3
The second series of calculations were performed for the same set
of conditions except for the freestream temperature which was changed to
6000 R. Since the calculationprocedures are the same for both cases,
they will not be repeatedhere. The results are compared below.
Table B.l
Reference
Comparison of Predicted Blowing Rates for
T = 2000 R, Re = lO7, and M = 0°3
W X
F F
(T : 3000 R) (T : 6000 R)
Rannie 0.63xi0 -3 2.3xi0 "3
Rubesin 0.84xi0 -3 2.2xi0 -3
Spalding, et. al. 1.07xlO -3 3.41xlO -3
Bartle and Leadon 0o87XI0 -3 2.51xlO -3
I
l
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
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The discrepancy between the results of Spalding, et. al. and the results
of Rubesin, and Bartle and Leadon in Table B.I is due to the use of the
Reynolds analogy by the lattertwo. If the Colburn analogy, as
recommended by Spalding, et. at. (St Pr0"67 = cf/2), had been used for
evaluating Sto in the solutions due to Rubesin, and Bartle and Leadon
instead of the more simplified fore, St = cf/2, then the percent error
between any two-methods (except Rannie's) would have been less than four
percent for T = 3000 and twenty three percent for T = 6000 R,
!m
I
i
m
at this time, enable tilemost accurate predictions of mass injection rates for
a specified surface temperature are reconm_nded arld sample calculations are
presented in the appendix to illustrate a typical application.
The experimental investigations are discussed from the standpoint of
establishing the influence of the various independent parameters on the
skin friction coefficient and the rate of heat transfer. A correlation
procedure based on the data is shown to agree with the analyses, the
problems due to experimental error being considered. A table summarizing
over twenty experimental investigations is included.
A solution for the prediction of mass flow rates through porous
materials is recommended and the causes of deviations from these predictions
are described qualitatively. The various types of porous materials avallable
are discussed and compared on the basis of the most desirable properties.
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